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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This research analysed Georgian legislation on migration, identified 
gaps in the legislation and developed recommendations for improv-
ing the legal regulations. 

The research reviewed all international obligations concerning mi-
gration, national legislation and its compliance with international 
obligations, as well as the consistency of national legal acts with in-
ternational obligations.

Recommendations developed in this research take into account eco-
nomic, demographic and security factors to ensure against may nega-
tively impacting the state’s interest in these areas. 

Migration legislation analysis should focus on human rights protec-
tion standards. The individual migrant, who is the direct object of the 
migration process, is an individual who is very often extremely vul-
nerable and needs special support and protection of a state notwith-
standing his/her nationality. 

The Migration Strategy of Georgia 2013-2015 was approved in March 
2013. Approval of the Migration Strategy of Georgia 2013-2015 was 
an extremely positive step-forward. It is the first state policy docu-
ment concerning migration since 1997. This research discusses the 
Strategy and presents recommendations for its improvement, and 
analyses Georgian legislation in light of the newly adopted Strategy. 

The authors were not given access to draft Migration amendments 
and therefore this research does not analyse the newly proposed leg-
islative initiatives. 

The following features are essential for the migration legislation of 
Georgia: 
•	 Influence of liberal economy;
•	 EU influence on development of migration legislation;
•	 Chaotic development in the absence of unified vision; 
•	 Lack of cooperation between responsible authorities (establish-

ment of Migration Commission in 2010 was a positive develop-
ment however the legislation has not created yet the relevant 
legal basis for cooperation).
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The recommendations developed in the strategy may be summarized 
as follows: 
•	 Develop a long-term migration policy;
•	 Revise the existing visa regime, taking into account security, 

economic and external-political factors:

•	 Only one agency should be responsible for issuing visas;

•	 More sophisticated visa categories (add new categories) and 
specify procedures for each;

•	 Decrease the visa-free stay in Georgia ;
•	 Residence permit regulations should correspond to the updated 

visa system; in addition regulations concerning issuing and ter-
mination of residence permits should be reviewed and rational-
ized; 

•	 Upgrade regulations on expulsion and introduce relevant mech-
anisms for implementation of relevant provisions;

•	 Elaborate state policy on labour migration and develop legisla-
tion; national legislation does not regulate labour migration is-
sues (f.e. no work permit is necessary for foreigners);

•	 Revise state policy on eco-migration and develop legislation for 
protection the rights of eco-migrants. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Migration processes became topical for Georgia in the 1990s after in-
dependence. Initially, immigration was very important; immigration 
to Georgia intensified in the last 4-5 years as a direct consequence of 
stated liberal policy of government (inter alia, facilitate foreigners’ 
economic activities in Georgia, visa-free and simplified visa proce-
dures, etc) and intensified cooperation with the EU and on the light of 
visa liberalisation agreement negotiations. 

Until recently, there was no migration policy document in Georgia. 
The initiative to develop migration policy emerged in 2004. It was 
only in 2010 when the real steps were taken. On October 13, 2010 
Resolution #314 of the Government was adopted that established the 
State Commission on Migration Issues.  The main task of the Commis-
sion was identified as: “preparation of proposals and recommenda-
tions for defining state policy on internal and international migration 
and improvement of migration state management”. The work of the 
Commission resulted in adoption of Georgian Migration strategy by 
the Government of Georgia on March 15, 2013. This document identi-
fies the purposes and principles of migration management in Georgia 
and created  coordinate migration management versus the previous 
ad hoc system. 

Efficient management of migration implies the existence of policy, 
legislation, administrative structures and enforcement mechanisms. 

The main objective of migration should be the prevention of emigra-
tion from Georgia through improved state support and social assis-
tance, the elimination of poverty, and the involvement of returned mi-
grants in social life of the country. The migration policy has to strive 
to address problems of irregular migration, trafficking and illegal 
border crossing by migrants. 

The Migration Strategy of Georgia is a declaratory document and con-
tains general statements and objectives. It is too early to discuss its 
impact on legislation and migration practices in Georgia. The Strategy 
stated the need of revision and amendment of legislation, as well as 
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need of identification of existing gaps in legal regulations. Despite the 
critical comments to the Migration Strategy it is significant to men-
tion that its adoption is a milestone for the improvement of migration 
management in Georgia. 

This research analysed national legislation in the light of interna-
tional obligations on migration and evaluated whether the national 
legislation meets Georgia’s international treaty obligations related 
to protection of migrants’ rights, prevention of irregular migration, 
documents security and asylum issues. The research also focuses on 
legislative gaps, as well as consistency of legislation and strategy. 

There are several peculiarities in the Georgian legislation: 

•	 Legal regulations of migration were drafted in the absence of 
migration policy;

•	 Liberal economic model influenced migration management and 
minimum state regulation of migration processes;

•	 There is a lack of legal regulations on migration. 

Migration management is efficient only if supported by international 
cooperation. Georgia-EU cooperation on migration has developed on 
the basis of international treaties or, platforms, such as visa facilita-
tion and readmission agreements and “Mobility Partnership”. 

The research consists of eight chapters: 

•	 Introduction; 

•	 Georgia-EU Cooperation  - discusses the milestones of Georgian-
EU cooperation on migration;

•	 Migration Legislation  - this chapter provides a general review 
of the national legislation and offers a list of basic legal acts; Mi-
gration Strategy is also discussed here;

• Collection of Statistical Information on Migration - chapter dis-
cusses the need of data collection, existing problems and recom-
mendations for creation of united database; 
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•	 Emigration of Citizens of Georgia - this chapter examines the 
legal basis of provisional and permanent emigration (except la-
bour migration);

•	 Migration to Georgia - this chapter reviews entry, stay and leave 
of foreigners on the territory of Georgia, their status, protection 
of foreigners rights, etc. 

•	 Labour Migration – This chapter discusses legal regulations on 
labour emigration and immigration and its gaps;

•	 Internal migration – this chapter examines internal migration 
caused by natural disasters and conflicts, as well as for employ-
ment purposes. 
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2. GEORGIA - EU COOPERATION 

Georgia-EU cooperation is based on the Partnership and Coopera-
tion Agreement, which has been in force since July 1, 1999. In 2006, 
ENP AP was adopted. It defined political priorities for Georgia-EU co-
operation. The Section “Justice, Freedom and Security” of ENP AP is 
especially interesting that it is supervised by the JFS subcommittee. 

The importance of enhancing mobility of citizens in a secure and well-
managed environment was recognised in the Council Conclusions on 
Eastern Partnership adopted on 25 October 2010. This  was the next 
step to launching the Mobility Partnership initiative between Georgia 
and EU, which  was a new agreement in migration cooperation.

The Joint Declaration on Mobility Partnership between Georgia and 
the 16 EU Member States was signed on November 30, 2009.1 On 
February 16, 2010 the cooperation within the EU initiative “Mobility 
Partnership” between Georgia and the EU officially launched. The aim 
of this initiative is cooperation on the following migration issues: 
•	 migration management, 
•	 labour migration, 
•	 readmission, 
•	 reintegration, 
•	 diasporas, 
•	 document security, 
•	 integral migration database and information exchange with the EU, 
•	 labour market and recognition of professional qualifications. 

Cooperation within the initiative “Mobility Partnership” promotes le-
gal employment in the EU countries through so called “circular migra-
tion”. This framework allows Georgian citizens to work legally, study, 
get trained, and then return to Georgia. This Initiative also provides 
for close cooperation with Georgian Diasporas in the EU. 

1 http://eu-integration.gov.ge/index.php?que=eng/georgia_and_the_eu/%E1%83%9
E%E1%83%90%E1%83%A0%E1%83%A2%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98%E1%83%9
D%E1%83%A0%E1%83%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%90%20%E1%83%9B%E1%8
3%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%9A%E1%83%A3%E1%83%A0%E1%8
3%9D%E1%83%91%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1%E1%83%90%E1%83%97%E1%8
3%95%E1%83%98%E1%83%A1  
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It is noteworthy that Georgia-EU agreements have bilateral applica-
tion; thus they promote not only employment of Georgian citizens in 
EU but also vice versa. 

It is noteworthy that simplified procedures under the “Mobility Part-
nership” do not mean that local laws and regulations concerning em-
ployment should not be observed. Georgian migrant workers are still 
under an obligation to comply with national requirements concern-
ing residence and work permits. 

Further steps taken in migration cooperation included visa facilita-
tion and readmission agreements put into effect on March 1, 2011 
between Georgia and EU. Implementation of these agreements is a 
prerequisite for a visa liberalization agreement. It is noteworthy that 
since 2006 EU nationals enjoy visa-free regime in Georgia. 

Georgia and EU launched the visa liberalisation dialogue in 2012. 
However, the conclusion of the agreement on visa liberalization shall 
be followed with the adoption of visa liberalisation action plan, which 
is a very important precondition for the entry into force of the agree-
ment. The VLAP was not open for the public when this research was 
developed; accordingly, we were unable to use it for this study. 

It is expected that visa liberalisation action plan shall focus on the 
following issues:
•	 Integrated border management, migration management and 

asylum;
•	 Document security;
•	 Security;
•	 Human rights.

Implementation of the visa liberalisation action plan will include two 
stages: 

1) Legislative amendments – in order to create legal basis for imple-
mentation of undertakings; 

2) Implementation phase. 

This research should be used for the purposes of the first stage. 
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3. MIGRATION LEGISLATION 

3.1. Overview 

The Migration legislation of Georgia includes international treaties 
and national legal acts. Legislation on emigration and immigration 
falls within the exclusive competence of higher state bodies of Geor-
gia. 2

See below the list of international treaties related to migration: 

UN Documents 

•	 Universal Declaration on Human Rights

•	 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

•	 International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Dis-
crimination Against Women 

•	 Convention on the Rights of the Child

•	 Convention Against torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or De-
grading Treatment or Punishment

•	 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees

•	 Protocol Relating to the Status of Refugees

•	 Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime

•	 Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, 
Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the UN Conven-
tion Against Transnational Organized Crime

•	 Optional Protocol on the Sale of Children, Child Prostitution and 
Child Pornography

•	 Protocol Against Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Sir, 
Supplementing the UN Convention Against Transnational Orga-
nized Crime

•	 Convention Concerning Private Employment Agencies

•	 Convention on International Civil Aviation (ICAO) Standards on 
Machine Readable Travel Documents)

2 Art. 3.1.a of the Constitution of Georgia. 
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•	 Convention on the Recognition of Studies, Diplomas and De-
grees Concerning Higher Education in the States Belonging to 
the Europe Region 21 December 1979

•	 Convention on Status of Stateless Persons 

CoE Documents 

•	 Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamen-
tal Freedoms and Its Protocols;

•	 European Convention on Extradition

•	 Convention on the Transfer of Sentenced Persons

•	 Revised Social Charter

•	 Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications Concerning 
Higher Education in the European Region

The following laws are basic regulation framework of migration in 
Georgia: 

Constitution of Georgia 

Organic Law on Citizenship of Georgia 

Law of Georgia on Rules concerning Registration, ID (Residence) 
Card and Issuing the Passport of Citizens of Georgia and Aliens 
residing in Georgia 

Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by Citizens of 
Georgia 

Law on Legal Status of Aliens and Stateless Persons

Law of Georgia on “Refugees and Humanitarian Statuses”

Law of Georgia on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings

Law of Georgia on Personal Data Protection3

Table 1 
3

3 This table lists only the most important legal acts. The following acts also regulate or 
are related to migration: Law of Georgia on Consular Activities, Law of Georgia on State 
Border of Georgia, Criminal Code of Georgia, Labour Code, etc.
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In line with the aforementioned statutes, there is a large body of by-
laws regulating migration in Georgia, inter alia: 

•	 Ordinance #34 of the President of Georgia (dated 30 January 
2009) on Approval of Rules concerning Review of Applications 
and Submissions on Citizenship Issues; 

•	 Ordinance #541 of the President of Georgia (dated 7 November 
2008) on Approval of Charter of the Ministry of Justice of Geor-
gia;

•	 Ordinance #59 of the President of Georgia (dated 4 February 
2008) on Approval of Border Management Strategy;

•	 Ordinance #614 of the President of Georgia (dated 27 Decem-
ber 2004) on Approval of Charter of Ministry of Internal Affairs;

•	 Ordinance #707 of the President of Georgia (dated 23 Decem-
ber 1998) on Inspection og Migrants at Border Check-points of 
Georgia; 

•	 Ordinance #708 of the President of Georgia (dated 23 Decem-
ber 1998) on Approval of Rules concerning Shortening and Pro-
longation of Validity for Migrant’s Card; 

•	 Ordinance #706 of the President of Georgia (dated 23 Decem-
ber 1998) on Inspection of Migrants on the Territory of Georgia; 

•	 Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June 
2006) on Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and 
Deciding on Granting Residence Permit in Georgia; 

•	 Ordinance #515 of the President of Georgia on Approval of 
Rules concerning Establishing Status of Stateless person. 

Migration legislation provides for decentralized management of mi-
gration because the responsibilities reside with several government 
agencies. Establishment of State Commission on Migration Issues 
in 2010 was the first attempt to coordinate migration management.  
The objective of the Commission was preparation of proposals and 
recommendations for defining state policy on internal and internation-
al migration and improvement of migration state management.4 Coor-
dination of competent authorities’ activities was not the primary goal 

4 Section 1 of  the Charter of State Commission on Migration Issues (approved by the 
Government Resolution #314 of 2010). 
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of the Commission. It served as a specialized forum for discussion of 
migration issues for government agencies5 and representatives of 
civil society6. Involvement of civil society was vital for the work of 
the Commission; thus respecting transparency and ensuring dialogue 
with civil society. The Strategy identified more clearly the roles and 
functions of all government agencies in migration management. The 
role of the Commission in the institutional structure is also now more 
clearly defined in the Strategy. 

3.2. Migration Strategy of Georgia 2013-2015

The Migration strategy was the result of the Government’s political 
will and efforts of the State Commission on Migration Issues. It was 
the first time since 1997 when a policy document on migration was 
adopted that was designed to improve migration management in 
the country and implement Georgia’s international obligations. The 
VLAP provides adoption of Strategy on Migration as a necessary pre-
condition. 

It is important to remember that the drafters of the document intend-
ed it to be an evolving legislative instrument to address the changing 
dynamics of migration management.

It is recommended that the migration policy document contains 
short-term, medium-term and long-term objectives and tasks. The 
Strategy is designed for 2013-2015 years and obviously there will be 
a need to adopt a new document by 2016. In order to facilitate the 
sustainable development of migration in Georgia, it is recommended 

5 Members of the Commission are: Minister of Justice (chairman), State Minister on 
Diaspora Issues (co-chair), Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs, Deputy Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Deputy Minister of Labour, Health and Social Protection, Deputy 
Minister of Education and Science, Deputy Minister of Economy and Sustainable 
Development, Deputy Minister of IDPs from the Occupied Territories, Accommodation 
and Refugees of Georgia and Deputy Minister of State Ministry for European and Euro-
Atlantic Integration, Deputy Executive Director of LEPL National Service of Statistics 
of Georgia.
6 Amendments to the on Establishment and Functions of Government Commission on 
Migration dated December 17, 2012, the following organizations were requested to 
participate in the work of the Commission: IOM, DRC, ILO, TIG, CIM, EU Delegation, 
UNHCR, ICMPD, GIZ.
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that the Commission begin to develop long-term policy document on 
migration. 

Section 2.1 identifies purposes of the Strategy: 

 “The purpose of the Migration Strategy is to improve the manage-
ment of migration processes, which implies providing of national se-
curity, fighting irregular migration and human trafficking, ensuring 
the defence of  migrants’ rights and their social protection and state 
development through positive impact of migration. The Goal of the 
following Strategy is to consider national interests and interna-
tional best practices is to develop a state policy in the migration 
sphere. The above mentioned will contribute to fighting irregular 
migration and human trafficking, protecting human rights and fun-
damental freedoms, managing migration processes according to the 
interests of the society and deepening international collaboration in 
the migration sphere. 

This document will help to direct the development of migration pro-
cess management for the State, to protect migrants’ rights and ensure 
their social protection. The activities envisioned in the Strategy will 
be implemented through full consideration of migrants’ rights and 
fundamental freedoms”.

It is recommended that the Strategy clearly identifies the purposes 
and tasks and distinctions between the rights listed above. 

Recommendation 1. The State Commission on Migration Issues 
begins to elaborate policy documents providing the long-term 
perspective of migration development in Georgia taking into 
account the security, economic, demographic, foreign policy 
needs and international obligations of the country. 

Recommendation 2. Strategy has to clearly identify objectives 
and clearly differentiate tasks and objectives. 
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Section 3.1 of the Strategy identifies state agencies that participated 
in preparation of strategy and its functions: 

The Strategy contains a section that defines the functions of compe-
tent authorities concerning management and regulation of migration, 
implementation of migration policy and achievement of the objec-
tives of the Strategy. This chapter is informative and describes the 
functions of the authorities as provided in different legal acts. There 
is no added value in inclusion of such a section in the Strategy even 
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more so it is not aimed at optimizing or upgrading the migration man-
agement system. It is suggested that the objective of the strategy be 
identification of migration management model and migration devel-
opment directions. The existence of the mentioned chapter does not 
seem reasonable because of the systematic amendments to the legis-
lation resulting in change of functions of the competent authorities; 
such amendments create necessity of changing Strategy. The same 
reasoning is true for section 3.2. of the Strategy discussing legal regu-
lation of migration in Georgia.  However the last paragraph of this 
section is noteworthy as slightly changes Commission’s functions:

“The State Commission on Migration Issues is a consultative body, 
which has competences in the formulation of the National Strategy on 
Migration, the improvement of migration management and designing 
proposals within the framework of European Neighbourhood Policy. 
The Commission is entitled to prepare proposals for the Government 
regarding migration management and amendments to legislation as 
well as recommendations on international agreements. In applying its 
functions the Commission can request as from Georgian institutions as 
well as from international organizations, the other countries’ struc-
tures and establish thematic working groups.”7

Recommendation 3. Either delete sections 3.1 and 3.2 of the 
Strategy or move to Annexes of the Strategy. 

The Strategy underlines the importance of Georgian-EU cooperation 
on migration (see section 3.3 of the Strategy); this section is also in-
formative and it would be reasonable to move it to the introduction. 
However it is more noteworthy the title of this section is “Interna-
tional Cooperation” while it discusses only Georgian-EU cooperation. 
The reasons of emphasizing EU-Georgian cooperation are clear tak-
ing into account EU support to development of the Strategy itself. It 
is worth mentioning that that flows of migration to Georgia basically 
come from Asian and African countries   and close cooperation with 
source-countries (f.e. conclusion of readmission agreements) is ex-
tremely important. 

7 Section 3.1 of Strategy. 
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Recommendation 4. It is recommended that section 3.3 of the 
Strategy reflects all aspects of international cooperation, in-
cluding need to strengthen collaboration and treaty coverage 
with African and Asian countries. 

Main directions of the Migration Strategy are:

•	 Legal Migration 

•	 Irregular Migration 

•	 Improvement of the asylum system, integration process of refu-
gees’ and individuals with humanitarian status’ according to the 
international standards 

•	 Supporting dignified return and reintegration of Georgian citi-
zens.

The strategy will be subjected to amendments very soon because of 
legislative changes (f.e. Section 4.1.2 states that liberal visa regime 
positively impacts socio-economic development of the country. If the 
foregoing statement is true, it seems unreasonable to change the ex-
isting liberal visa regime with more diversified and controlled sys-
tem). It is recommended to draft the strategy generally enough to 
ensure its sustainability and avoid frequent amendments. Specific 
measures may be incorporated in the Action Plan as states in Section 
4 of the Strategy. 

Recommendation 5. It is recommended to ensure sustainability 
of strategy by using more general and declaratory provisions. 
Specific measures should be moved to Action Plan. 

3.3. Competent Authorities 

It is important to have a clear understanding of the functions of all 
competent authorities for the purposes of this research. An extract 
from the Strategy concerning the competencies of the relevant agen-
cies is outlined below: 
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“President of Georgia

In accordance with the Constitution of Georgia and other legal acts, the 
President of Georgia decides on issues related to the Georgian citizen-
ship and granting asylum. Besides, the President defines procedures on 
the issuance, extension and suspension of visas, and issues related to the 
residence permits of aliens.

Ministry of Justice / Public Service Development Agency (PSDA)

Public Service Development Agency along with the Ministry of Justice 
are responsible for issuing visas and residence permits to the immi-
grants on the territory of Georgia, as well as providing travel documents 
to stateless persons and refugees. Apart of those categories the PSDA is 
authorized to issue travel documents to the citizens of Georgia, man-
aging a united database and ensuring that relevant institutions and 
organizations have access to appropriate information only depending 
on level and need. The PSDA also prepares conclusions regarding issues 
related to Georgian citizenship.

Ministry of Internally Displaced Persons from the Occupied Territories, 
Accommodation and Refugees of Georgia

The Ministry of Internally Displaced Persons from the Occupied Terri-
tories, Accommodation and Refugees of Georgia is responsible for form-
ing state policy on the issues of internally displaced persons, refugees, 
persons with humanitarian status, asylum seekers, repatriated persons, 
victims of natural disaster and returned Georgian migrants. The Min-
istry has competences in processing asylum applications, registering 
asylum seekers, granting refugee and humanitarian statuses, provid-
ing temporary accommodation for asylum seekers and supporting the 
integration process of persons with refugee or humanitarian statuses, 
coordinating the integration of refugees and returning Georgian mi-
grants into the society. 

Ministry of Internal Affairs (MIA) / Patrol Police Department and 
Border Police 

Respective Agencies of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Georgia are 
involved in migration management. Notably the Ministry is responsible 
to ensure control / facilitation of legal movement at the state border 
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and combating of irregular migration. Among the competencies of the 
Patrol Police Department are undertaking control at the border cross-
ing points, which covers inspecting travel documents of Georgian and 
foreign citizens’ and stateless persons, issuing visas and ensuring pro-
tection of the legal regime. It also acts as a competent authority on 
the implementation of readmission agreements and related procedural 
and organizational issues. The Border Police has the responsibility to 
conduct migration related law enforcement activities on the ground as 
well as on maritime boundary. The Ministry has competences in pre-
venting and eliminating trans-border organized crime, irregular mi-
gration and trafficking in human beings, seizure contraband, notably 
- drugs, weapons, explosive devices, preventing  turnover of nuclear ma-
terials and radioactive substances, and application of other activities 
defined by the legislation. 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Georgia is responsible for keeping 
consular registration of Georgians residing outside Georgia, issues 
certificates, visas for returning to Georgia and visas through consular 
representatives abroad. The Ministry is actively involved in the imple-
mentation of readmission and visa facilitation agreements through 
participating in joint committee meetings. Georgian diplomatic repre-
sentatives and consulates abroad promote the information Georgian 
citizens residing abroad irrespective of state on programs for voluntary 
return and support victims of trafficking in human beings. Georgian 
diplomatic representatives and consulates abroad in the frames of del-
egated authority register civil acts, issuance of ID cards and, receive 
applications on citizenship related issues in order to forward them later 
to the PSDA.

The Office of the State Minister of Georgia on European and Euro-
Atlantic Integration

The Office of the State Minister coordinates implementation of the 
European Neighborhood Policy Action Plan within Georgia-European 
Union Cooperation, including issues related to Freedom, Security and 
Justice; and managing multilateral cooperation and related migration 
issues within the European Union’s “Eastern Partnership”. It also coor-
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dinates the issues of Georgia’s co-operation with the European Union 
member states in the framework of European Union “Mobility Partner-
ship” Initiative.

The Office of the State Minister of Georgia for Diaspora Issues

The Office of the State Minister of Georgia for Diaspora Issues is re-
sponsible for deepening relations with Georgians residing abroad and 
supports them to maintain the national identity. In case of return, the 
Office creates favorable conditions to ensure integration of those per-
sons into the society. Taking into consideration the above mentioned 
the Office of the State Minister is responsible for the following issues 
within its competence:
•	 It acquires and maintains a united database with contact details 

of Georgians and Diaspora Organizations abroad;
•	 It introduces and shares the unified educational program to Geor-

gian educational centres abroad and ensures their compatibility 
with the Georgian Education System;

•	 It ensures the preservation of Georgian cultural identity among 
its compatriots abroad;

•	 It maintains contact with Georgian diasporas residing abroad by 
introducing a compatriot status based on the Georgian Law on 
Diaspora Organizations and Compatriots Living Abroad;

It provides interested persons with information about current econom-
ic and investment trends in the country.”8

The MLHSA is not mentioned among competent authorities. The 
MLHSA should be responsible for regulation of labour migration, 
specifically, for issuing work permits, monitoring of foreigners 
economic activities and sanctioning.9 

8 Ibid. 
9 The Charter of the MLHSA (approved by Resolution of the Government #249 from 
2005) provides that regulation of labour migration is the function of the Ministry. 
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4. COLLECTION OF STATISTICAL INFORMATION ON MIGRATION 

Efficient migration management requires collection and processing 
data concerning migration flows. All persons leaving and/or entering 
country need to be registered. 

The information on the following categories is necessary for the 
aforementioned purpose:
•	 Citizens of Georgia (including persons holding dual citizenship): 

permanently residing in Georgia, temporarily living abroad, re-
turnees to Georgia voluntarily or forced and permanently resid-
ing abroad (diasporas, emigrants);

•	 Foreigners: visiting Georgia, asylum seekers, applicants for 
refugee status, stateless persons (having status in Georgia) and 
persons holding residence permit (provisional or permanent) 
in Georgia, as well as persons who held Georgian citizenship. 

Article 66 of the Law of Georgia on Legal Status of Aliens and State-
less Persons (further referred as Aliens’ Law) states “Unified migra-
tion databank shall be created with the purpose of operative exchange 
and common usage of the information on issuance and extension, ter-
mination, abolition of a permit for staying in Georgia, on registration 
and deportation of aliens, as well as on other relevant data envisaged 
by the Georgian legislation.”

The unified database does not currently exist. Different agencies have 
information different databases concerning the information within 
their competencies. The following agencies are responsible for col-
lecting data: MOJ (registration of Georgian citizens and foreigners, 
residence permits),10 MFA (consular registration), MRA (registration 
of asylum seekers, refugees, IDPs and repatriates, SMDI (registra-
tion of diaspora members), MIA (registration of those entering and/
or leaving the country) and National Bureau for Statistics (collection 
and processing of all statistical data). 

The Strategy (section 4.1.2.1) also underlines the need for creation of 
a unified migration database as a necessary measure for promoting 
legal migration: 

10  Article 27 of Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by Citizens of 
Georgia  states: “Ministry of Justice runs statistics on emigration”. 
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“For the effective management of immigration processes and decision 
making it is important to collect the data on the status of migrants. 
Therefore, a unified migration  system will be established, which will 
ensure the collection of  data, dispersed within different state institu-
tions. The system will have the capacity to assume migration trends 
based on statistical analysis, thus supporting the elaboration and im-
plementation of the respective policy.”

Georgia has undertaken the creation of migration database during 
the visa liberalisation negotiations with the EU.

Creation of migration information system requires legal regulation of 
the following issues:

1. Identify the information that is collected in the system;
2. Persons who have access to data system and levels of access to 

information; 
3. Personal data protection within the migration data system in 

line with CoE Convention for the Protection of Individuals with 
regard to Automatic Processing of Personal Data,11 General Ad-
ministrative Code and Law of Georgia on Personal Data Protec-
tion; 

4. Identify agencies responsible for data processing;
5. Methodology of data collection and processing (methodology of 

of EUROSTAT might be used). 

Recommendation 6. It is recommended to develop legislation 
for creation of unified migration database. 

Legislation on the collection of migration data is not consistent. The 
1998 Law of Georgia on Inspection of Migrants established the sys-
tem of migrants’ registration. 3 ordinances of the president have been 
elaborated based on this law: Ordinance #706 on Inspection of Mi-
grants on the Territory of Georgia; Ordinance #707 on Inspection of 
Migrants at Border Check-points of Georgia; Ordinance #708 on Ap-
proval of Rules concerning Shortening and Prolongation of Validity 

11 In force for Georgia since April 1, 2006. 
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for Migrant’s Card. Several orders were adopted on the basis of the 
law. However the Law on Inspections of Migrants was abolished by 
the Aliens’ Law (see article 67.c). Georgian legislation provides that 
if a legal act is no longer valid, all by-laws issued on its basis or for 
its implementation should be abolished. Accordingly, the aforemen-
tioned by-laws (ordinances and orders) should be abolished and 
their legal analysis is not relevant for the purposes of this research.12

Recommendation 7. It is recommended to abolish all by-
laws that are adopted on the basis of the Law of Georgia on 
Inspection of Migrants. 

The Law of Georgia on Facilitating Registration of Tourists Entering 
and Leaving Georgia regulates registration of tourists. The Law de-
fines that a tourist is a person “who is beyond his/her country of resi-
dence, in foreign environment for holiday, business and any other pur-
pose for more than 24 hours and no more than 1 year – on a permanent 
basis and his stay is not paid.13 MRA is responsible for registration of 
the following categories of tourists: 
•	 All tourists who have entry visas to Georgia or who may enter 

Georgia visa-free under international treaties of Georgia; 
•	 Citizens of Georgia and persons permanently residing in Geor-

gia who travel abroad as tourists. 

However the Law states that registration rules of tourists shall be 
made as provided by the Law on Inspection of Migrants. The last 
amendments to the Law of Georgia on Facilitating Registration of 
Tourists Entering and Leaving Georgia were made in 2012. The Law 
of Georgia on Inspection of Migrants was abolished in 2005. The 
new rules for registration of tourists have never been introduced. It 

12 Article 25.5 of Law of Georgia on Normative states: “A normative act has no legal effect 
if a statute or by-law which served as its legal basis was abolished notwithstanding to 
whether a normative act was abolished or not.” However, official web-site of Sakartvelos 
Sakanonmdeblo Matsne does not indicate that the aforementioned by-laws are not 
valid any more. In order to avoid inconsistency in practice it is recommended to make 
relevant indication. 
13  Art. 2.a of the Law of Georgia on Facilitating Registration of Tourists Entering and 
Leaving Georgia.
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is recommended that the Law of Georgia on Facilitating Registration 
of Tourists Entering and Leaving Georgia is amended to specify the 
rules of tourists’ registration. It is noteworthy that Georgian legisla-
tion does not provide for tourist visas. It is not clear whether there 
is the need for registration of tourists for migration purposes, such 
a need should be evaluated by the Commission on Migration Issues 

Recommendation 8. The State Commission on Migration 
together with MESD/LEPL National Administration of Tourism 
of Georgia have to discuss the need of tourists’ registration.
If they conclude that there is a need for tourist registration, 
then it is recommended that relevant amendments are 
prepared to the Law of Georgia on Facilitating Registration of 
Tourists Entering and Leaving Georgia to specify:
•	 Tourists’ registration procedures;
•	 Competent authority (it is not reasonable to keep MRA as 

responsible authority for tourists’ registration)
If the Commission together with MESD come to a conclusion 
that there is no need for tourists’ registration, then it is 
recommended that Law of Georgia on Facilitating Registration 
of Tourists Entering and Leaving Georgia is abolished. 
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5. EMIGRATION OF GEORGIAN CITIZENS 

5.1. General Overview 

Georgian Legislation on emigration is modest and liberal. During the 
last years some new regulations were introduced concerning regis-
tration of citizens. The purpose of these regulations is to get more 
information on migration flows rather than to regulate emigration 
from Georgia. 

Georgian legislation guarantees the right of all Georgian citizens or 
persons legally staying on the territory of Georgia to depart from 
Georgia freely. The right of a Georgian Citizen to return to Georgia 
any time is also guaranteed. The legislation provides temporary or 
permanent emigration. A person willing to emigrate permanently has 
to undertake certain procedures and get emigration permission. 

State regulation of emigration shall be effective only if it is aimed at 
assisting persons willing to emigrate (provide more information, de-
crease of costs, simplification of procedures) and combating irregular 
emigration. The Migration Strategy of Georgia highlights the impor-
tance of assistance of Georgian citizens who wish to emigrate (see 
section 4.1.1 of the Strategy).  The strategy focuses on legal emigra-
tion in three directions: 
•	 to develop opportunities of temporary legal employment 

abroad; 
•	 to support educational exchange programmes, and rising public 

awareness on legal migration opportunities; 
•	 Strategy also underlines the need for combating illegal emigra-

tion with special emphasis on combating trafficking in human 
beings, strengthening institutional capacities and raising public 
awareness. 

In the context of emigration, reintegration and employment of re-
turned emigrants is especially important (see section 4.4 of the Strat-
egy). 
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5.2. Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by 
Citizens of Georgia 

The Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by Citizens 
of Georgia guarantees the right to leave Georgia temporarily or per-
manently.14 Article 3 of the Law states: 

“1. A citizen of Georgia is entitled to emigrate that is to leave for an-
other country for permanent residence (further emigration), as well as 
to temporary departure from and entry into Georgia. 

2. It is not allowed to restrict this right save otherwise provided by the 
legislation of Georgia.”

Article 22 of the Constitution of Georgia also guarantees the right to 
leave freely the territory of the country. The same article specifies 
that this right may be restricted only if expressly provided by the law 
for the following purposes: 

•	 National security or public safety;

•	 Protection of health;

•	 Prevention of crime;

•	 Administration of justice that is necessary for maintaining a 
democratic society.15

The exceptions provided by the Constitution are specified in the Law 
of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by Citizens of Geor-
gia: 

“A citizen of Georgia shall be refused a passport of a citizen of Geor-
gia or extension of passport validity period for temporarily departing 
from the country, as well as refused to cross border if:

a) he/she is prosecuted by law-enforcement bodies;

b) presents false or invalid documents”16.

14 Article 22.2  of the Constitution of Georgia  states: “Everyone legally within the 
territory of Georgia shall be free to leave Georgia.”
15 Article 22.3 of the Constitution of Georgia.
16 Article 10 of the Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by Citizens of 
Georgia.
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The Law also guarantees the property right of Georgian citizens leav-
ing country; all persons have “right to take abroad any movable item 
that is his/her property or is legally under his ownership and/or us-
age, unless expressly prohibited by the Georgian legislation.”

Temporary and permanent departure is regulated differently. In case 
of temporary departure, requirements are quite loose: a person shall 
need a passport, or any travel document and visa for the country of 
destination.17 Minors and persons with disability need to have con-
sent from a trustee or guardian. 

Minors under 16 years and person with disability will need the con-
sent of guardian/trustee and be accompanied by an adult with full le-
gal capacity.18 As for the minors between 16-18 years, unless married, 
they need consent of at least one legal representative.19

Georgian legislation provides an “obligation” for Georgian citizens 
willing to emigrate permanently to obtain emigration permission is-
sued by PSDA. In case of issuance of emigration permission, a note of 
“permanent leave” will be made in passport.20 

Emigration permission is not required in case of temporary leave, in-
cluding circular migration. It is noteworthy that Migration Strategy 
(section 4.1.1) recognizes importance of circular migration for the 
purposes of promoting legal emigration. 

It is difficult to conclude whether obtaining emigration permission 
is the right or obligation for a citizen of Georgia. Legislation leaves 
this issue open; there is no imperative provision requiring obtaining 
emigration permission. Legislation provides the possibility to obtain 
such permission. Besides, there is no sanction for failing to leave the 
country without emigration permission. 

Based on the aforementioned we may presume that obtaining emi-
gration permission is a right of an emigrant; on the other hand, it is 

17 Georgian citizens are entitled to travel visa-free in some countries; for more details 
see chapter 5.2 below. 
18 Article 8 of the Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into Georgia by Citizens of 
Georgia.
19 Ibid. 
20  Ibid, art. 21.
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a tool for the state to obtain information on permanent emigration. 
Emigration permission entirely depends upon the will of an emigrant. 
It is important to identify whether there are any benefits for a person 
that would promote him/her to obtain the emigration permits and 
what are the relevant rights and obligations stemming from this per-
mission. It is noteworthy that a decision on permanent emigration 
is not an easy decision, and burdening them with extra procedures 
seems unreasonable, even more so the permission comes with fees. 

The only benefit a person may get from emigration permission is that 
a person is no longer obliged to register in Georgia, which is a manda-
tory pre-requisite for obtaining an electronic ID card.21 Cancellation 
of registration shall be the condition for suspension of ID/residence 
card save exceptions, including cases when a person has emigration 
permission. 22

Legislation does not promote persons willing to emigrate perma-
nently to obtain emigration permission. It seems that this permis-
sion mainly serves to collect data on the permanent emigration and 
movement of Georgian citizens. The state interest is greater than indi-
vidual, even more so there is a state commitment to establish unified 
migration data base (see above). 

21  Art. 3.22 of the Law of Georgia on Rules concerning Registration, ID (Residence) 
Card and Issuing the Passport of Citizens of Georgia and Aliens residing in Georgia and 
article 5.5 of the Order #98 of the Minister of Justice (dated 27 July 2011) on Approval 
of Rules concerning Registration, ID (Residence) Card and Issuing the Passport of 
Citizens of Georgia and Aliens residing in Georgia.
22 Art 36.1.c.b of the Order #98 of the Minister of Justice (dated 27 July 2011) on 
Approval of Rules concerning Registration, ID (Residence) Card and Issuing the 
Passport of Citizens of Georgia and Aliens residing in Georgia.
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Recommendation 9. It is recommended to promote citizens to 
inform state on permanent emigration. It is reasonable either 
to abolish or simplify procedures of obtaining emigration per-
mission. It is noteworthy that reasons for refusing emigration 
permission and leaving the country are almost identical. It 
seems reasonable to abolish procedures for obtaining permis-
sion and stamp the passport with a note “permanent migra-
tion” on the border upon notification by a citizen. 
If State Commission on Migration Issues does not consider rea-
sonable abolition permission procedures, it is recommended to 
remove any fees for the permission. 

In order to obtain emigration permission, a person shall apply PSDA. 
A minor and a person with disability may emigrate only with consent 
of their legal representative. 

An application may be submitted in paper, or electronically, directly 
or via legal representative.23 An application shall contain all the data 
that is included in the passport and be accompanied with:

“a ) A copy of Passport of Citizen of Georgia; 

b ) for persons of age 18-27 – a copy of a military card or a notice con-
firming postponing military service, call up to military service or ex-
emption from military service; 

c )2 photos 3X4;

d )proof of payment for service.”24

PSDA shall issue emigration permission within a month unless there 
are the following circumstances: 

“a) criminal proceedings are ongoing [against a person];

b ) [a person] has to serve a sanction under court decision;

c ) a paramilitary person has not yet served military service unless he is 
exempted from obligatory military service by law;

23 Paragraphs 21 and 22 of art. 20 of the Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into 
Georgia by Citizens of Georgia.  
24 Ibid, art.  20.3.
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d ) [a person] is aware of a state or military secret information because 
of his/her occupation and the time prescribed by the law has not lapsed. 
This period shall not exceed 5 years;

d )[a person] submitted forged documents for obtaining emigration 
permission.”25

It is noteworthy that the aforementioned circumstances shall be valid 
for refusing a person to cross Georgian border. 

A person may appeal decision refusing emigration permission in ac-
cordance with Georgian legislation.26

5.2.1. Citizenship of Georgia and Emigration 

Permanent or temporary emigration shall not cause termination of 
Georgian citizenship. Article 7 of the Organic Law of Georgia on Geor-
gian Citizenship provides that “the mere fact that a citizen of Georgia 
is residing outside the country shall not by itself cause termination of 
citizenship of Georgia.” Article 32.b  of the same Law states that a per-
son shall lose citizenships of Georgia if he/she “permanently resides 
on the territory of another state and has not been registered in a con-
sulate of  Georgia for 2 years without any excusable cause.” 

The practice showed that as a general rule, the aforementioned ar-
ticle has not been used as a legal basis for depriving Georgian citizen-
ship. It is not reasonable that failure to register at the consular post of 
Georgia is the basis for the termination/loss of Georgian citizenship. 

Recommendation 10. Article 32.b of the organic Law of Georgia 
on Citizenship of Georgia should be deleted. 

 
5.3. Visa requirements of Citizens of Georgia 

Georgian citizens need to acquire visa for entering other countries, 
including for emigration purposes, save the exceptions. The table be-
low shows the states where Georgian citizens are entitled to visa-free 
entry: 

25 Ibid, art.  22.
26 Ibid, art.  22. 
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Country 27 Passport necessary for visa free 
travel Visa free Stay duration

Azerbaijan Any type of passport Unlimited 
Belarus Any type of passport Unlimited
Armenia Any type of passport Unlimited
Tajikistan Any type of passport Unlimited
Moldova Any type of passport Unlimited
Uzbekistan Any type of passport Unlimited
Ukraine Any type of passport Unlimited
Kirgizistan Any type of passport Unlimited
Kazakhstan Any type of passport 90 days
Turkey Any type of passport 90 days
Hungary Diplomatic and Service 30 days
Cyprus Diplomatic and Service 90 days 
Turkmenistan Diplomatic and Service 30 days 

Iran Diplomatic and Service 
Ordinary 

30 days 
45 days 

Romania Diplomatic and Service 30 days
Syngapure Diplomatic and Service 30 days 
Latvia Diplomatic and Service 30 days 
Slovakia Diplomatic and Service 90 days 
Estonia Diplomatic 90 days 
China Diplomatic, Service and Special 30 days
Egypt Diplomatic, Service and Special 30 days 
Qatar Diplomatic 90 days
Bulgaria Diplomatic and Service 90 days
Croatia Diplomatic and Service 90 days
Peru Diplomatic, Service and Special 90 days
Brazil Diplomatic, Service and Special 90 days
Montenegro Diplomatic and Service 90 days
Table 2

27

27 Source: official web-site of MFA: http://mfa.gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=GEO&sec_
id=387&info_id=13728 (last seen on March 28, 2013).
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On March 1 2011, the Agreement between the European Union and 
Georgia on the facilitation of the issuance of visas went into effect. 
Member States of the Agreement are:28

Austria Germany The Netherlands
Belgium Greece Poland 
Bulgaria Hungary Portugal 
Cyprus Italy Romania

Czekh republic Latvia Slovakia 
Estonia Lithuania Slovenia 
Finland Luxemburg Spain
France Malta Sweden 

Table 3

This agreement decreased visa fees for certain categories of Georgian 
citizens and abolished the fee for others (including minors younger 
than 12 years, students, sportsmen, etc.). Visa application process-
ing period was limited to 10 days (might be decreased to 2 days or 
increased to 30 days). The list of accompanying documents was sim-
plified for 13 categories (including pupils, students, etc). The Agree-
ment also provides for multilateral, including 5-year visas.

This agreement does not provide simplified procedures for migrant 
workers. 

5.4. Readmission of Georgian Citizens to Georgia 

Readmission is extremely efficient mechanism in combating irregu-
lar migration. The State of nationality has nearly absolute obligation 
to readmit its nationals, as well as persons permanently residing its 
territory. Georgia shall also readmit persons who hold neutral travel 
document.

Further information on readmission see below. 

28 Ibid. 
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6. MIGRATION TO GEORGIA  

6.1. Introduction 

Aliens’ Law regulates entry, stay, transit and departure from Georgia 
of Aliens and stateless persons. It also regulates their rights and ob-
ligations, legal basis for their expulsion, forms and procedures of ex-
pulsion, as well as competencies and responsibility of competent au-
thorities. The Law also specifies their rights during their stay in Geor-
gia. The Law regulated only legal status of aliens. The amendments of 
May 25, 2012 introduced new regulations for stateless persons. The 
amendments were triggered by the ratification of the Convention on 
the Status of Stateless persons. 

The law clearly sets the legal basis for stay in Georgia for aliens and 
stateless persons.29 It is in line with international standards, includ-
ing respect of human rights and combating trans-border and interna-
tional crime. 

The Law recognises the principle of non-discrimination of aliens/
stateless persons.30 Rights are guaranteed save otherwise provided 
by law,31 family unity principle shall be respected,32 and an alien, who 
has been refused crossing the state border of Georgia, shall have the 
right to appeal against such a decision33.

Article 3.h should be especially highlighted, which provides that:

“The state shall refuse entry into the territory of Georgia to any alien 
against whom the criminal prosecution is pending for an international 
crime such as terrorism, drug smuggling, trafficking in human beings, 
and to a deceased person with infectious diseases”. 

A state, as sovereign, decides who to allow, or refuse to allow, to enter 
its territory under international law save exceptions, like force-ma-
jeure, humanitarian necessity, etc. It seems that the goal of article 3.h 
is to reiterate commitment of Georgia to combat international crimes 

29 Art. 3 of Aliens’ Law.
30 Ibid, art. 3.c. 
31 Ibid, art. 3d
32 Ibid, art. 3.g
33 Ibid, art. 3.e.
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such as terrorism, smuggling, trafficking in human beings. The latter 
crime is especially relevant in the context of migration and the Migra-
tion Strategy, which highlights combating trafficking in human beings 
as an efficient method against irregular migration.34 

Georgian legislation also recognises a right of aliens to leave Georgia 
freely that “shall be subject only to such limitations as are prescribed 
by law and are necessary in a democratic society in the interests of na-
tional security or public safety, for the protection of health, for the pre-
vention of crime or for the administration of justice.”35

Georgia is entitled to expel aliens from the territory of Georgia in line 
with national legislation and principles of international law. 

6.2. Legal Basis for Entry and Stay in Georgia 

The Georgian visa regime is liberal. It is extremely easy to get Georgian 
visa. Georgia introduced by bilateral treaties or a visa free regime uni-
laterally (details see below).36 The Migration Strategy (section 4.1.2) 
supports liberal visa regime and states: “The Government’s liberal visa 
policy has a positive impact on the State’s social-economic develop-
ment.” Almost every review of Georgian visa policy made by interna-
tional organizations criticizes the existing visa regime. The criticism 
is mainly focusing on the existence of only four types of visas and the 
possibility to obtain a visa at borders through simplified procedures. 
Georgian visa system is considered inconsistent with EU practices. 
Studies on influence of migration on country economy claim that the 
liberal visa regime negatively influences employment in Georgia. The 
unemployment rate is very high in Georgia. Low-wage workers may 
lead to deteriorating conditions of the labour class. The Georgian la-
bour market is completely free for the foreign labour force. 

Another deficiency of the existing visa system is the possibility to 
change visa status. A tourist may become a migrant worker and ob-
tain residence permit based on a work contract. 

34 Migration Strategy of Georgia 2013-2015, section 4.2.1.1. 
35 Art. 3.1 of Aliens’ Law.  
36 Article 4.5 of Aliens’ Law provides that nationals of more than 60 countries enjoy 
visa-free entry in Georgia. 
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The Strategy recognises the positive impact of the liberal visa regime. 
It observes the “possible challenges with regard to the above issue” 
and recognises the need for the adequate reaction to address them.37 
The following steps are planned to avoid the possible issues: 

•	 Creating a unified migration data system;38

•	 Revising the legislation and possible changes;39

•	 Improving the service and infrastructure for immigrants.40

For our purposes the measures related to lawmaking activities are 
especially interesting. Strategy specifies specific activities under each 
headline. Section 4.1.2.2 “Revising the legislation and possible chang-
es” states: 

“Georgia’s liberal visa policy is based on the country’s social-economic 
development needs. This process is dynamic and it may have different 
influences, thus visa policy, legislation and respective procedures are 
subject to periodical study-analysis. Based on results and state interests 
the possible changes will be reflected accordingly.”

Government agencies work on the revision of visa legislation and 
plan to introduce new categories of visas, abolition of issuing visas 
at border, etc. 

A foreigner has to hold travel document and permit of stay in Geor-
gia in order to be admitted to the country. Permit of stay in Georgia 
is: visa, residence permit, refugee’s or humanitarian status (Refugee 
Card or Card for Humanitarian Status) or Certificate of Compatriot; 
visa free entry might be provided by the Georgian law or internation-
al treaty of Georgia.41

Georgian laws recognize 4 types of visas: diplomatic, service, ordi-
nary and study;42 and two types of residence permit – permanent and 

37  Migration Strategy of Georgia (approved by the Resolution #59 of the Government of 
Georgia on March 15, 2013), section 4.1.2.
38 Ibid, section 4.1.2.1. 
39 Ibid, section 4.1.2.2.
40 Ibid, section 4.1.2.3. 
41 Article 16.1 of Aliens’ Law.
42 Ibid, art. 6.1. 
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temporary.43

A number of different agencies issue visas in Georgia: MFA via diplo-
matic or consular missions/posts abroad, MIA and MoJ via PSDA.44 It 
is vital to exchange information and have cooperation between visa-
issuing agencies as provided by the Ordinance #399 of the President 
of Georgia (dated 28 June, 2006) concerning Approval of Regulations 
on Issuing, Extension and Termination Validity of Visas.

Recommendation 11. It is recommended visas be issued by 
only one agency. It seems reasonable that only MFA is the only 
competent authority. 

The following categories of persons are entitled to enter Georgia visa 
free: 

•	 Nationals of countries listed in article 4 of Aliens’ law; as well 
as stateless persons permanently residing in these states, in-
cluding nationals of EU, USA, Canada, Singapore, Barbados; all 
these categories of persons are entitled to stay on the territory 
of Georgia for 360 days;

•	 Compatriot residing abroad who may enter Georgia visa-free 
and stay for 30 days;45

•	 Persons on transit; 46

•	 Representatives of military forces of NATO member-countries 
or states participating in “Partnership for Peace” Programme 
while they are on official duty;47 

•	 Person holding residence card or Refugees/Humanitarian Sta-
tus Card during the validity period of the relevant card. 48

43 Ibid, art. 16. 2.
44  Ibid, art. 5..
45 Ibid, art. 4.54.
46 Ibid, art. 4.7.
47 Ibid, art. 4.9 and 4.10. 
48 Ibid, art. 16.3..
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International treaty of Georgia may provide simplified regime of en-
try and stay in Georgia or set procedures different from Aliens’ law. 

Ordinance #399 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June, 2006) 
concerning Approval of Regulations on Issuing, Extension and Termi-
nation Validity of Visas introduces different rules from Aliens’ Law49 
and provides that the following categories of persons may travel visa-
free to Georgia: 

•	 Nationals of Georgia for entry and stay in Georgia for 90 days;

•	 Persons holding temporary residence permit of Kuwait, Qatar, 
Bahrain, United Emirates of Saudi Arabia may enter and stay in 
Georgia for 360 days; 

•	 Nationals of Bolivia, Columbia, Dominique Community, Domi-
nique republic, Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay, Surinam, Cuba, 
Turkmenistan, Peru, Sent-Lucia, Saint-Vincent and Grenadines, 
Lebanon may enter and stay in Georgia visa free for 360 days;

•	 Persons holding US, EU member-state or Schengen visas valid 
for a year or more which is used at least once, may enter and 
stay in Georgia visa free for 90 days, provided the relevant visa 
is valid for that period;

•	 Persons holding travel document (Laissez Passer) issued by the 
UN or its specialized agencies may enter and stay in Georgia 
visa-free for 90 days.50

Based on the aforementioned it may be concluded that the nationals 
of many countries are entitled to enter Georgia without visa. Aliens’ 
Law (article 4.53) provides that a presidential or government legal 
act may introduce different rules from this law. It is not reasonable 
for those by-laws and laws regulate the same issue differently. Taking 
into account the importance of the issue, it is recommended that new 
categories of persons become entitled to visa-free entry and stay in 
Georgia only through Parliamentary approval. It would be reasonable 
if the Presidential Ordinance #399 implemented only international 
treaties and laws instead of introducing new rules. 

49  Article 3 of Ordinance #399. 
50 Ibid. 
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Recommendation 12. It is recommended that only the Aliens’ 
Law entitles aliens to enter and stay in Georgia visa-free. 
Article 3 of the Ordinance #399 of the President of Georgia 
(dated 28 June, 2006) concerning Approval of Regulations on 
Issuing, Extension and Termination Validity of Visas should 
be deleted and the relevant provisions reflected in the Aliens’ 
Law (provided all the categories entitled to visa-free entry are 
considered reasonable). 

For the purposes of our study we shall discuss ordinary and study 
visas. 

An ordinary visa is issued to foreigners who travel to Georgia based 
on the invitation of a physical or legal person or for the purposes of 
tourism, medical care, visit relatives or any other purpose.51 Though 
the Law does not specify, it may be concluded that migrant workers 
also need to get ordinary visas. The latter is used for every case ex-
cept diplomats and foreign officials visiting Georgia for official pur-
poses or persons arriving Georgia for education. 

Ordinary visa may be issued for from 72 hours up to 15 years: 

Validity of Visa Note 
360 days Multiple entry 
90 days Multiple or single entry 
72 hours Transit travel 

No more than 15 years In line with international 
treaty of Georgia 

Table 4 

Study visas are issued for 360 days, if an alien has an invitation from 
an educational institution of Georgia.52 After this period expires, a 
person needs to get residence permit. 

Ordinary and Study visas cannot be extended. It is allowed to extend 

51  Aliens’ law, art. 9.1. 
52  Ibid, art. 10.1. 
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the validity of diplomatic and service visas.53 Persons holding diplo-
matic or service visas are also entitled to change status and stay in 
the country provided they have valid residence permit. 

Article 9.11 states that an alien who wishes to study or work in Geor-
gia, needs to get a residence permit after their ordinary visa expires. 
It may be concluded that if a person wishes to study in Georgia and 
has no invitation from educational institution, they are free to use 
ordinary visas for educational purposes. 

A competent authority may refuse to issue visa on the following 
grounds: 
•	 If during his/her previous stay in Georgia the fact of violation 

of the Georgian criminal legislation by him/her was revealed, 
or during the last 1 year, before submitting an application, he/
she was deported or did not pay the fine established for illegal 
stay in Georgia;

•	 If he/she has submitted incomplete, fraudulent data or docu-
ments in order to receive or extend a visa;

•	 If he/she does not have health and accident insurance, or suf-
ficient financial means to stay in Georgia and to return;

•	 If his/her stay in Georgia will pose threat to the public order and 
security of Georgia, to the protection of health, rights and legiti-
mate interests of citizens and residents of Georgia;

•	 If his/her stay in Georgia will result in the tension of relations 
between Georgia and foreign countries;

•	 If there is a reasonable doubt that he/she will illegally stay in 
the territory of Georgia after the expiry of his/her visa;

•	 In other cases envisaged by the Georgian legislation.

There is no absolute obligation to refuse a visa in the aforementioned 
circumstances. The wording of the Law is quite “soft” – “An alien may 
be refused a visa” if the aforementioned circumstances arise. It is rec-
ommended that legislation provide clear and straightforward regula-
tion for visa refusal. There should be two categories of circumstanc-

53 Art. 17 of Ordinance #399 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June, 2006) 
concerning Approval of Regulations on Issuing, Extension and Termination Validity of 
Visas.
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es: circumstances when the visa shall be rejected (f.e. threat to state 
security or public order, health of population, etc.) and circumstances 
when visas may  be rejected. 

Recommendation 13. It is recommended that article 12 of the 
Aliens’ Law is drafted using the so called “closed list” in order 
to identify all cases when authorities may/shall refuse to issue 
visa.
It is also recommended that the article has two different para-
graphs listing circumstances imperatively refusing visa (f.e. 
threat to public order or state security) and circumstances 
when government officials have discretion taking into account 
reasonability principles. 

Article 19.21 of the Ordinance #399 of the President states that “in 
case the circumstances of visa issuing are not met a visa issuing au-
thority is not obliged to justify such a decision for an alien”. The EU 
practice requires explaining the reasons of refusing the visa. Accord-
ingly it is reasonable to reflect that practice in the Georgian legisla-
tion. 

Recommendation 14. It is recommended that a visa issuing 
agency be obliged to explain the reasons of visa refusal as 
provided by EU practice. 

A person holding valid entry permit to Georgia shall not necessarily 
be admitted to the country. Articles 13 and 15 of Aliens’ Law specify 
the circumstances when a person will not be admitted to country. 
They are almost  the same as the grounds of visa refusal. The obliga-
tion of carrier companies is relevant as they have to check documents 
of aliens in order to find out whether they have a valid visa and travel 
documents, in line with Georgian Laws  for entry into Georgia and re-
turn those aliens who have been refused a permit to enter Georgia.54 

As already mentioned above there are two types of residence permit 
– temporary and permanent. Holders of the residence permit have 

54 Ibid art. 15.
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the same rights. The residence permit is issued by the PSDA. 

Temporary residence permit may be issued to:
•	 An alien who wishes to stay in Georgia for more than 90 days; 

and
o Is employed in Georgia in accordance with labour legislation of 

the country, including freelance professionals;
o Is staying in Georgia for the purposes of health treatment or 

study;
o Is invited by the state agencies as a highly qualified specialist 

or is an artist and his/her invitation is within the state interest;
o Is guardian or custodian of a Georgian citizen;
o Is under the guardianship or custody of a Georgian citizen;
o Is a spouse, parent, child, adoptee, adoptive parent, sister, broth-

er, grandmother or grandfather of  a Georgian citizen or a for-
eigner, who has residence permit;55

•	 A person who is considered stateless in Georgia;56 
•	 A person whose Georgian citizenship is terminated or a govern-

ment member initiates to issue a temporary residence permit 
for such a person.57

A person holding temporary residence permit is entitled to receive a 
temporary residence card. A temporary residence card is also issued 
to persons who have refugee or humanitarian status. 58 

A temporary residence permit is issued for no more than 6 years. As 
a general rule, residence permits are issued initially for one year with 
the possibility to extend it up to 5 years. A person does not need to 
submit financial conditions evidence for extension of a residence per-
mit.59 It is unclear why the lawmakers ignored the possibility that a 

55 Art. 2.1. of Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June 2006) on 
Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and Deciding on Granting Residence 
Permit in Georgia.
56 Ibid. art. 2.2.
57 Ibid. art. 21.
58 Art. 26 of the Refugees’ Law. See further chapter 6.3 below. 
59 Article 4.5. Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June 2006) on 
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person’s financial conditions may worsen since he had acquired the 
temporary residence permit. It is recommended that in cases when 
a residence permit is issued on the grounds of a work contract or fi-
nancial conditions a residence permit is extended only if the relevant 
evidence is re-submitted. 

Recommendation 15.  It is recommended to check financial con-
ditions of a person when his/her residence permit is extended 
even if relevant proof had been submitted for residence permit. 

The only legal way to stay more than 6 years in Georgia is to obtain 
a permanent residence permit. It is recommended not to limit the 
number of years of a temporary residence permit and allow issuing 
temporary residence permit beyond 6 years. This is in line with Euro-
pean practice. The foregoing does not exclude the possibility to issue 
a permanent residence permit after 6 years if a person wishes so. 

Recommendation 16. It is recommended not to limit the 
number of years of a temporary residence permit. 

 
Article 22.1 of Aliens’ Law provides that a person or a legal represen-
tative of a person may apply for obtaining a temporary residence per-
mit to PSDA. If a person is abroad, he/she or his/her legal representa-
tive may apply to the diplomatic mission or consular post of Georgia. 
Paragraph 2 of article 22.1 states that a person above 18 years and 
with full legal capacity may apply for a residence permit. There are no 
rules concerning application for permanent or temporary residence 
permit by persons with disability. 

Temporary residence permit is terminated upon expiry of its validity 
period. It will be terminated if: 

•	 It is revealed that a person submitted forged or invalid docu-
ments for obtaining Georgian visa or residence permit; 

Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and Deciding on Granting Residence 
Permit in Georgia. 
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•	 A person is engaged in activities endangering state security 
and/or public safety;

•	 Relations were terminated that constituted the basis for the 
residence permit; 

•	 A person was in fictions marriage for obtaining residence per-
mit;

•	 A person was expelled from Georgia.

PSDA shall decide to terminate the residence permit.60

Permanent residence may be granted to: 
•	 An alien:
o Who has been living legally in Georgia for past 6 years. This 

terms does not include period of residence in Georgia for rea-
sons of health treatment or study and/or employment in diplo-
matic mission or equal representation;

o Who holds an immovable property with the value of 100,000GEL 
in Georgia or the bank deposit of the same amount in Georgian 
bank institution;

o Who carried out investment of 100,000 GEL in line with the Law 
of Georgia on Promotion of Investment Activities and Guaran-
tees.61

The first option for obtaining permanent residence permit is living 
in Georgia legally for 6 years.  The second and third options – prop-
erty or investment of 100,000GEL in Georgia - are the result of Geor-
gian economic policy to promote economic activities of foreigners 
in Georgia. The research showed that other countries do not follow 
such practice. The granting of permanent residence permits based 
on financial conditions should be evaluated on the light of security 
considerations. It is not clear whether such a policy really resulted 
in expected economic benefits. This consideration is especially im-
portant as the existing legislation does not provide for termination of 

60 Article 4 Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June 2006) on 
Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and Deciding on Granting Residence 
Permit in Georgia. 
61 Permanent residence permit is issued to spouces, minor children, dependants of 
persons falling under two categories. 
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permanent residence permit. It is recommended that the two catego-
ries of persons are not granted directly permanent residence permit, 
but a temporary residence permit. Such a residence permit does not 
need necessarily be for 6 years, as is the general rule. After expiration 
of validity of a temporary residence permit, a person may be granted 
a permanent residence permit provided he still meets the financial 
requirements and/or continues economic activities. 

Recommendation 17. It is not recommended that a person is 
entitled to permanent residence permit if he/she has a proper-
ty/account or investment of the value of 100,000GEL in Geor-
gia without having acquired temporary residence permit. Such 
a temporary residence permit may be for the validity period of 
5 years. 

A permanent residence permit may be granted to a person who is 
granted the status of stateless person if: 

•	 By March 27, 1993 he/she permanently resided in Georgia, was 
not considered  to be national of Georgia and is on permanent 
registration in Georgia; 

•	 His/her citizenship was terminated via withdrawal of citizen-
ship.62

A permanent residence may be granted to the following persons: 

•	 A spouse, parent, child, grandchild, adoptive child, sister, broth-
er, grandfather or grandmother of a citizen of Georgia;

•	 Who is a highly qualified scientist or an artist or sportsman, and 
your residence is within the state interest;

•	 In favor of whom, a commission on restitution and rehabilita-
tion made a decision on property restitution, adequate compen-
sation for real-estate or damages thereto.63

62  Art. 1.e of Article 4.5. Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June 
2006) on Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and Deciding on Granting 
Residence Permit in Georgia.
63  Ibid, art. 5.1. 
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The aforementioned grounds for permanent residence do not de-
pend upon the nationality status of a person – whether a person is 
an alien or stateless. A decisive element is the relations of an appli-
cant to Georgian’s,national interest or property restitution. A person 
who has lost Georgian citizenship is also entitled to receive perma-
nent residence permit. Such persons may also apply for temporary 
residence permit. 64 The first wording of the Ordinance did not allow 
issuing temporary or permanent residence permit to such persons. 
Amendments to the Ordinance dated August 10, 2010 introduced new 
rules.65 The new wording fails to clarify whether a person who lost 
Georgian citizenship may initially apply for a temporary residence 
permit and only after 6 years – for permanent residence permit, or 
he/she may receive permanent residence permit without waiting 6 
years. An applicant is free to choose which residence permit to apply 
for, or the PSDA has the discretion to decide which residence permit 
to issue. To establish consistent practice it is recommended that the 
legal rules be worded clearer concerning persons who lost Georgian 
citizenship. We do not seek to propose a legal solution here. It is sug-
gested that based on the PSDA practice analysis to clarify interrela-
tions of articles 21  and 5.e. 

Recommendation 18. It is recommended to clarify whether 
possession of temporary residence permit for 6 years is a pre-
condition to issue permanent residence permit to persons who 
lost Georgian citizenship. 

Ordinance #400 of the President from 2006 also regulates proce-
dures of issuing residence permit. It is noteworthy that procedures 
are sufficiently transparent. Legislation sets time-frames for appli-
cation processing and safeguards the right of an applicant to appeal 
against decision refusing to grant residence permit, as well as the 
right to reapply after rejecting decision. 

Legislation does not regulate what happens if a person holding a 
temporary permanent residence permit is absent from Georgia for 

64 Ibid, art 21 .
65  Ordinance #626 of the President of Georgia dated August 10, 2010. 
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a considerable period of time. As a general rule, absence from the 
residence country for a long period is the basis for termination of 
residence permit. It is recommended that relevant provisions are in-
troduced in Georgian legislation to clarity this (for example, absence 
during 12 months or more as provided by EU practice). 

Recommendation 19. It is recommended to define the legal 
basis for termination of permanent residence permit. 

Recommendation 20. It is recommended that absence for 12 
months or more be a basis for withdrawing temporary and 
permanent residence permits.

Ordinance #400 specifies who is entitled to apply for a residence per-
mit – a person of 18 years or more with disability or his/her legal 
representative.66  The same document also regulates how persons 
under 18 may apply for a residence permit. There are no provisions 
concerning persons with disability. General provisions of the Civil 
Code of Georgia regulate how persons with disability should be rep-
resented. It is recommended to introduce the specific provisions in 
Ordinance #400, even more so all legal acts regulating similar issues 
include specific rules for persons with disability.67 

Recommendation 21. It is recommended to introduce 
provisions specifying how persons with disability may apply 
for a residence permit.

Law of Georgia on Rules concerning Registration, ID (Residence) Card 
and Issuing the Passport of Citizens of Georgia and Aliens Residing in 
Georgia sets alien’s obligation to register. Article 3 of this Law pro-
vides that an alien holding a residence permit has to register his place 
of residence. This obligation begins from the moment when a person 

66 Paragraphs 4 and 10 of article 1 of Regulations. 
67 Article 202.8 of the Law of Georgia on Rules concerning Registration, ID (Residence) 
Card and Issuing the Passport of Citizens of Georgia and Aliens residing in Georgia. 
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enters the country, or if he is present in Georgia, within a month after 
he/she receives residence permit.68

It should be noted that government authorities under the umbrella 
of Government Commission for Migration Issues are working on 
amendments to legislation regulating entry, stay and leave from 
Georgia. We hope that the aforementioned recommendations will be 
reflected therein. 

6.3. Refugee and Humanitarian Statuses 

The following legal acts regulate refugees and humanitarian status 
in Georgia: 
•	 Law of Georgia on “Refugees and Humanitarian Statuses”
•	 Order of Minister of of IDPs from the Occupied Territories, Ac-

commodation and Refugees of Georgia dated August 16, 2012:
o #98 on Approval of Rules concerning Admission to, Behaviour 

and Dismissal from Reception Centres;
o #99 on Approval of Rules concerning Annual Registration of 

Persons holding Refugee or Humanitarian Status;
o #100 on Approval of Procedures for Granting Refugee or Hu-

manitarian Status;
o #101 on Approval of Rules concerning Form, Issuing and Re-

placement of Asylum Seeker’s Document. 
•	 Resolution #145 of the Government of Georgia on Social Assis-

tance, dated 28 July of 2006.

Refugee is a person who is neither national of Georgia nor state-
less person permanently residing in Georgia and entered the ter-
ritory of Georgia and has a well-grounded fear of being persecuted 
for the reasons of race, religion, national identity, membership of a 
social group or political opinion and who is unable or is unwilling 
owing such fear return to his country of nationality or avail himself of 
the protection of his country.69 Law sets clear grounds when refugee 
status may be rejected (article 3); such grounds include crime against 

68 Article 5.2. of the Order of the Minister of Justice #98, dated 27 July, 2011. 
69 Art. 2 of the Refugees’ Law.
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mankind, war crimes, crime against international peace and security, etc.

Refugee’s status entitles a person to receive temporary residence 
permit with the validity period of 3 years.70 

Humanitarian status is granted for a year with the possibility of ex-
tension. A temporary residence card shall be issued with the same 
validity period. 

Humanitarian Status shall be granted to a person who cannot fulfil 
the necessary requirements to receive refugee status and71 
•	 Was forced to leave his/her country  as a result of violence, ag-

gression, occupation, internal conflict, mass violations of hu-
man rights or grace violations of public order;

•	 Based on international legal obligations of Georgia (article 3 of 
ECHR or non-expulsion principle based on any other human 
rights treaty) a person cannot be forced to return to his/her 
country and cannot travel to another country;

•	 His/her life may be under risk or be subject of human rights 
violations if he returns to his country of origin.

Humanitarian status may be granted to a person who is not a national 
of Georgia or stateless person permanently residing in Georgia and 
who:
•	 Was forced to move on the territory of Georgia and cannot re-

ceive IDP status under the law of Georgia on IDPs;
•	 Entered Georgia from neighbouring country as a result of natu-

ral disaster;
•	 Is in need of humanitarian assistance. 

A person holding refugee or humanitarian status may enter the coun-
try with a temporary residence permit card. If a person who illegally 
crossed the Georgian border applies for asylum in Georgia, he/she 
cannot be expelled from the country until a final decision is made 
upon his/her application. During the review of his/her application 
an asylum seeker has to be placed in a reception centre charge-free. 

70 Ibid, art. 14.
71 Ibid, art. 4.
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Georgian legislation allows asylum seekers status based on the prima 
facie principle if there is a mass entry into the country. MRA will de-
cide on granting the humanitarian or refugee status to persons who 
entered the country massively taking into account the real conditions 
in their country of origin.72

Refugees’ Law specifies the grounds for termination of the humani-
tarian/refugee status and rights and obligations of status-holders. 
The most important innovation of the law is the principle of non-ex-
pulsion73 (non refoulement) and socio-economic guarantees, includ-
ing right to education, respect for family unity, etc. 

MRA holds basic responsibility towards refugees or humanitarian 
status-holders.74

The Migration Strategy highlights the importance of protection of 
rights of refugees and persons with humanitarian status. Special at-
tention is focused on institutional improvements. The government of 
Georgia commits itself to take all appropriate measures for the pro-
tection of rights of persons with refugee/humanitarian status and 
asylum seekers and to create dignified living conditions for them. The 
Strategy states that the legal basis regulating refugee/humanitarian 
status and asylum seekers will be reviewed to ensure full compliance 
with international standards. New by-laws will also be developed to 
establish more precise rules and procedures for the implementation 
of the Law on Refugees and Asylum Statuses.

6.4. Repatriation of Persons Forcefully Sent into Exile from 
Georgia in the 1940s by the USSR 

One of the main challenges of immigration to Georgia is implementa-
tion of an obligation undertaken before the CoE concerning repatria-
tion of persons forcefully sent into exile from Georgia in 1940s and 
their descendants. 

Since 1999 the Georgian-CoE negotiations have discussed the is-
sue on establishing a legal framework for repatriation of departed 

72 Ibid, art. 5.
73 Ibid, art. 21.
74 Chapter VI of Refugees’ Law specifies all competenc authorities and their competencies. 
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Meskhetians to their historical home-land, their integration into the 
society and granting nationality to them. Georgia had to implement 
this obligation within 12 years. In 2007, the Law of Georgia on  Repa-
triation of Persons forcefully sent into exile from the Soviet Socialist 
Republic of Georgia by the Former USSR in the 40’s of the 20th Cen-
tury (further – Repatriation Law) was adopted. 

The following by-laws were adopted on the basis of Repatriation Law: 

1. Resolution #3 of the Government of Georgia dated January 9, 2008 
on Establishment of Form of Health Certificate for the Purposes of 
the Law of Georgia on  Repatriation of Persons forcefully sent into 
exile from the Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia by the Former 
USSR in the 40’s of the 20th Century;

2. Resolution #111 of the Government of Georgia of March 1, 2011 
on Approval of the Composition and Regulations of the Govern-
ment Commission on Repatriation of Persons forcefully sent into 
exile from the Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia by the Former 
USSR in the 40’s of the 20th Century;

3. Resolution #87 of the Government of Georgia of 30 March, 2010 
on Granting Citizenship through Simplified Procedures to Persons 
Holding a Status of a Repatriate.

Article 4.7 of the Repatriation Law set a deadline – July 1, 2009 – for 
submission applications on granting status of repatriate. The 2009 
amendments to the Law postponed the deadline until January 1, 
2010.75 

Accordingly, because of time-limitation it is not expected to have ad-
ditional flows of repatriates to Georgia. 

It is noteworthy that a wife or child of a repatriate are also entitled to 
status or repatriate.76 

Because of set deadlines repatriation might have impacts on migra-
tion only in cases if a person holding repatriate status wishes to ob-

75  Art. 111 of Law of Georgia on Repatriation of Persons forcefully sent into exile from 
the Soviet Socialist Republic of Georgia by the Former USSR in the 40’s of the 20th 
Century. 
76  Ibid, art.  3.2. 
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tain nationality of Georgia through simplified procedures77. 

A repatriate has to apply for obtaining citizenship of Georgia to the 
competent authority within two years. If he/she fails to meet the 
deadline he/she is not entitled to simplified procedures of granting 
Georgian citizenship;78however, he/she may use general rules. 

The status of a repatriate may be suspended or withdrawn by MRA in 
cases precisely specified by the law. If a person commits a crime, the 
status of a repatriate may be suspended until the investigation bodies 
make a decision on termination of a case or entry into force of court 
decision in favour of this person. The status of a repatriate shall be 
withdrawn: 

•	 On the basis of an application by a person;

•	 If a person obtains nationality of Georgia or any other country;

•	 If a person does not apply to the competent authority concern-
ing obtaining citizenship within the prescribed time-limit;

•	 If a person is rejected to grant Georgian citizenship in accor-
dance with the  Resolution of the Government on Granting Citi-
zenship through Simplified Procedures to Persons Holding a 
status of a Repatriate;

•	 If a new circumstance is revealed hindering the granting of a 
status after the status has already been granted; 

•	 If after the granting status of a repatriate it is revealed  that a 
person wilfully submitted false or forged information for ob-
taining the status;

•	 After entry into force of court decision against the person; 

•	 If the court declares the person lost or dead;

•	 When a person dies.

If a person fails to submit an application to the competent authority 

77 Art. 271 of the Law of Georgia on Citizenship;; Resolution of the Government on 
Granting Citizenship through Simplified Procedures to Persons Holding a Status of a 
Repatriate. 
78  Ibid, art. 8. 
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concerning the status of a repatriate within specified time, he/she 
is still entitled to obtain right to reside legally in Georgia based on 
the Aliens’ Law or obtain Georgian citizenship (naturalisation or dual 
citizenship). 

Adoption of this Law was a step forward for safeguarding the legal 
protection of deported persons and their descendants in Georgia; at 
the same time obligation before the CoE was implemented. However, 
the Law has some deficiencies that preclude repatriates from enjoy-
ing and realizing their rights fully. Due to existing deficiencies there is 
a probability that implemented measures might be considered insuf-
ficient for fulfilling the obligations before the CoE.

The Repatriation Law does not create any mechanisms concerning 
settlement of repatriates in Georgia. The state has only one obligation 
towards repatriate – decide on a status of a repatriate. The wording 
of the obligation towards the CoE is quite plain. Tt is deemed that the 
obligation is broader than just granting a status of a repatriate and 
provides for implementation of active measures for integration of a 
repatriate after a person repatriates to Georgia. The text of the obli-
gation is read as follows: “adoption of a legal framework permitting 
the repatriation and integration of Meshketian Turks”. The preamble 
of the Repatriation Law provides that repatriation system is based on 
voluntary and dignified return of Meshketian Turks. In accordance 
with this provision the state commits to provide repatriated Mesh-
ketians  with socio-economic conditions necessary for their dignified 
living in Georgia. It is important that the state introduces  long-term 
and short-term programs aimed at reintegration into society.

Recommendation 22. It is recommended to develop legislation 
and programs promoting reintegration of repatriates into 
society.

6.5. Status of Stateless Persons 

Protection of stateless persons is novelty in Georgian legislation. 
Georgia acceded to the Convention on the Status of Stateless Persons 
on December 9, 2011. National legislation was drafted and adopted 
upon ratification. Amendments to the Law of Georgia on Legal Status 
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of Aliens dated May 23, 2012 introduced the new provisions regulat-
ing the status of stateless persons. The name of the law was changed 
to the Law of Georgia on Legal Status of Aliens and Stateless Persons.

A person is stateless if no state considers him/her as its national.79 
The PSDA in accordance with the Ordinance of the President #515 
dated June 27, 2012 on Approval of Rules of Establishing Status of 
Stateless Person establishes the status of stateless person. A person 
holding a status of stateless in Georgia shall enjoy rights and obliga-
tions equivalent to aliens.80

Stateless persons, who permanently reside in other country and wish 
to enter, stay or leave Georgia, are subject to the same rules and pro-
cedures as the nationals of residence country.81

A stateless person who holds a residence permit may stay in Georgia 
legally. A residence permit is issued for 3 years after a person is grant-
ed the status of stateless. A residence card is also issued for 3 years.82

In certain cases a stateless person may be granted a permanent resi-
dence permit if the person:

•	 Though permanently residing in Georgia by 27 March 1993 was 
not considered to be citizen of Georgia and has not stopped his/
her registration since March 27, 1993;

•	 If the citizenship of Georgia was terminated through abandon-
ment of citizenship.83

A person may legally stay in Georgia while his/her status is under 
consideration. This period should not exceed 9 months. A person may 
not be subjected to expulsion during this period. 

Ordinance of the President of Georgia on Approval of Rules concern-
ing Establishing Status of Stateless person and Aliens’ Law does not 
provide the possibility to appeal against the decision of a competent 
authority to refuse status of stateless person.

79 Aliens’ Law, art. 2. 
80 Ibid, art. 263.
81 Ibid, art. 3.k 
82 Ibid, art. 19.
83 Ibid, art. 261.5.a.
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Recommendation 23. It is recommended that provisions on 
appeal against decision  of competent authorities on refusing 
stateless person’s status are added to the Aliens’ Law and 
Ordinance #515 of the President of Georgia on Approval of 
Rules concerning Establishing Status of Stateless person of 27 
June 2012. 

Article 262.1 of Aliens’ Law states that a status of stateless person 
may be refused “if there is an opinion any competent authority that 
presence of this person is not reasonable for the purposes of protection 
of state or public interest “.

The aforementioned ground for refusal is quite obscure and gives ex-
cessive discretion to government authorities to refuse the granting of 
status because his presence contradicts state or public interests. It is 
important that the opinion of government authority is grounded and 
justified and a person has a possibility to appeal against such deci-
sion. It is also unclear which government agencies will be competent 
under this article. 

Recommendation 24. It is recommended that competent au-
thorities are specified in article 262.1.c; in addition the Law 
should expressly state that the opinion prepared by the compe-
tent authorities needs to be justified. 

 
6.6. Readmission to Georgia 

The Legal status of aliens and stateless persons is precisely regulated 
by Georgian legislation. There are no provisions concerning the sta-
tus of persons who were readmitted to Georgia, and are not Georgian 
citizens and do not hold legal permission to stay in Georgia.

Entry into force of the EU-Georgian agreement on the readmission of 
persons residing without authorisation triggered adoption of legis-
lation on readmission, rights and obligations of readmitted persons. 
Under the agreement two categories of persons residing without au-
thorisation shall be readmitted to Georgia: 1. Citizens of Georgia; and 
2. Third-country nationals and statelessness persons. 
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Third-country nationals and statelessness persons shall be subjected 
to readmission to Georgia if such person: 1. hold, at the time of sub-
mission of the readmission application, a valid visa or residence per-
mit issued by Georgia; or 2. illegally and directly entered the territory 
of a Member State after having stayed on, or transited through, the 
territory of Georgia.  There is no readmission obligation if:

1. The third-country national or stateless person has only been in 
airside transit via an international airport of Georgia; or

2. The Requesting Member State has issued to the third-country 
national or stateless person a visa or residence permit before or 
after entering its territory 

3. The Requested State has expelled the third-country national or 
stateless person to his/her state of origin or to a third State.

Readmission request shall be based on the following documents is-
sued by the requested state: valid visa or residence permit; entry/
departure stamp or any other indication in the travel document. 

Prima facie evidence of the conditions of readmission is the follow-
ing: description issued by the relevant authorities of the Requesting 
State, of place and circumstances under which the person concerned 
has been intercepted after entering the territory of that State; infor-
mation related to the identity and/or stay of a person which has been 
provided by an international organisation (e.g. UNHCR); reports/
confirmation of information by family members, travelling compan-
ions, etc.; statement by the person concerned; information showing 
that the person concerned has used the services of a courier or travel 
agency; official statements made, in particular, by border author-
ity staff and other witnesses who can testify the fact of the border 
crossing for the person concerned; official statement by the person 
concerned in judicial or administrative proceedings; documents, 
certificates and bills of any kind (e.g. hotel bills, appointment cards 
for doctors/dentists, entry cards for public/private institutions, car 
rental agreements, credit card receipts, etc.) which clearly show that 
the person concerned stayed on the territory of the Requested State; 
named tickets and/or passenger lists of air, train, coach or boat pas-
sages which show the presence and the itinerary of the person con-
cerned on the territory of the Requested State.
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The agreement specifies the readmission procedures, time-frames, 
transfer forms and transportation means. 

Competent authorities for implementation of the Agreement have 
been identified (see the Ordinance # 225 of the President of Georgia 
dated April 26, 2011 on Implementation of Agreement on the read-
mission of persons residing without authorisation; see also Joint Or-
der # 185-35-63-22 dated March 12, 2012 of the Minister of Internal 
Affairs, Minister of Justice, Minister of Foreign Affairs and Minister of 
IDPs from the Occupied Territories, Accommodation and Refugees of 
Georgia concerning Approval of Readmission Agreement Implemen-
tation Rule). MIA is the coordinating agency of readmission agree-
ment implementation measures. The order specifies the functions of 
competent authorities and their obligation to cooperate. However the 
legal status of readmitted persons (not entitled to stay in Georgia) in 
administrative detention or special detention facilities are not regu-
lated.

Migration Strategy of Georgia recognizes readmission as an efficient 
measure of combating irregular migration and urges upon state agen-
cies to facilitate inter-agency and international cooperation in that di-
rection. Measures on national level include reintegration of readmit-
ted citizens of Georgia. Strategy failed to prioritize the definition of 
legal status of aliens who are readmitted to Georgia and do not have 
legal permission to stay in Georgia. Some may argue that implemen-
tation protocols to readmission agreements provide for establish-
ment of reception facilities for readmission purposes and safeguard-
ing protection of human rights of persons subjected to readmission. 
However, taking into account the non-self executing nature of such 
legal provisions, there is an immediate need to develop legal regula-
tions in this direction with special emphasis of third state’s nationals 
who are readmitted to Georgia. 

Recommendation 25. It is recommended to identify state policy 
in relation of third states’ nationals who were readmitted to 
Georgia and do not have legal permission to stay in the coun-
try. Attention should be focused on cases when it is impossible 
to return a person to his/her country of origin.
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Recommendation 26. The aim of national legal acts on read-
mission is to implement EU-Georgia Readmission Agreement. 
Taking into account already concluded readmission agree-
ments with non-EU countries (Switzerland, Ukraine) and clear-
ly identified statement of the Strategy to conclude readmission 
agreements with other countries; it is recommended to elabo-
rate general legal regulations on implementation of readmis-
sion agreements. 

Recommendation 27. It is recommended to initiate readmission 
agreements with source countries of immigrants to Georgia.

6.7. Leave the Territory of Georgia 

A foreigner may leave the territory of Georgia either voluntarily – exit 
from Georgia, or based on the decision of administrative or judicial 
authority – expulsion. 

6.7.1. Depart from Georgia  

Under Georgian legislation “An alien legally staying in Georgia shall be 
free to leave Georgia. This right shall be subject only to such limita-
tions as are prescribed by law and are necessary in a democratic 
society in the interests of national security or public safety, for the 
protection of health, for the prevention of crime or for the admin-
istration of justice”.84

Article 51 of Aliens’ Law identifies the cases when an alien may be 
refused to exit Georgia: 

“a) If a relevant decision has been taken by the court;

b) If he/she is convicted for committing a crime – before enforcement of 
sentence or before release from sentence;

84 Article 3.i of Aliens’ Law. 
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c) If he/she avoids the fulfilment of the obligation assigned by a compe-
tent administrative organ – until the fulfilment of the obligation;

d) In other cases envisaged by the legal acts of Georgia.”

Article 51 contains an open-ended list of the cases when an alien may 
be refused to leave Georgia. It is recommended to remove 51.1.d of 
Aliens’ Law and add a comprehensive list of conditions of when the 
right to leave may be refused. 

Aliens shall leave the country through border check points open for 
international traffic, if they have a valid travel document and a per-
mit for staying in Georgia, unless otherwise provided by international 
agreements of Georgia and the Georgian legislation.

An alien has to leave Georgia until a permit to stay in the country is 
valid. An obligation to leave the country may be postponed up to 3 
months under the decision of PSDA and in accordance with law.85

An alien may stay in Georgia for 10 days after the expiration of their 
permit to stay in the country. If a person does not leave country with-
in this grace period, he will be subjected to administrative liability 
(see below). 

When a person is refused to leave the country he may be even de-
tained. 86

6.7.2. Expulsion 

On the basis of a decision of administrative or judiciary body, an Alien 
may be expelled from Georgia if legal grounds for his/her further stay 
in Georgia no longer exist, his/her stay contradicts with the protec-
tion of the interests of national security and public order, as well as 
the public’s health. 

Georgian legislation does not define the meaning of the term “ex-

85 Ibid, art. 50.8. In exceptional cases, the exit may be postponed for more than 3 months.
86 Ibid, art. 51.2.
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pulsion”. Lawmakers also use “deportation”,87 “voluntary return”,88 
“controlled expulsion”89 and “administrative expulsion”.90 It is recom-
mended that the existing legislation is reviewed and amended to en-
sure consistent use of terms to prevent inconsistent interpretation 
and practice.

Article 24.2 of Administrative Misdemeanours Code states “Georgian 
laws may provide for administrative expulsion of foreigners and state-
less persons from Georgia who gravely violate public order.” Neither 
the code itself nor other “laws” provide administrative detention as 
a sanction. 

Recommendation 28. It is recommended to define the terms 
“expulsion”, “deportation” and “voluntary return” . 

An alien may be deported to his/her country of nationality, residence, 
any other country from where he/she entered Georgia, or any coun-
try that consents to receive this person if: 

87 Articles 26 and 27 of the Law of Georgia on Refugee When and Humanitarian Statuses 
uses terms “expulsion” and “deportation” as synonyms.  Aliens’ Law does not use the 
term “deportation”; however chapter 3.2. of the Migration Strategy states: “The Law on 
the Legal Status of Aliens and Stateless Persons regulates legal grounds and mechanisms 
for aliens’ entry, residence, transit, and leaving Georgia, also the forms and procedure 
of deportation, as well as the field of competences of institutions involved.” The terms 
“deportation” and “expulsion” are understood as synonyms even though the Strategy 
does not mention “expulsion”. 
88 Chapter 4.3.2.2 promotes the voluntary return of those foreigners whose asylum 
claim has been rejected, as well as other migrants who wish to return to their country 
of origin. The term “voluntary return” is basically used in relation to the return of 
Georgian citizens and related legal acts. See Ordinance # 142 of the President of Georgia 
(dated February 27, 2012) on Approval of Regulations concerning Return Documents. 
89  Article 24.1.d of the Regulations on Issuing Georgian Visa (approved by the Order 
of the Minister of Foreign Affairs $ 104, dated August 5, 2005). These provisions are 
noteworthy because they provide a basis for refusal of entry not specified in the Aliens’ 
Law, namely: Visa shall not be granted if “an applicant was expelled from Georgia during 
last year or was subjected to controlled expulsion from the territory of Georgia.” It 
may be concluded that the terms “expulsion” and “controlled expulsion” have different 
meanings with “expelled” being less punitive. It is not clear in what cases controlled 
expulsion shall be employed. 
90 Administrative Misdemeanours Code, art. 24.
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•	 He/she has illegally entered Georgia;
•	 Legal grounds for his/her further stay in Georgia no longer ex-

ist;
•	 His/her stay contradicts the interests of national security and 

public order of Georgia;
•	 His/her deportation is necessary for the protection of health, 

rights and legitimate interests of citizens and other persons le-
gally residing in Georgia;

•	 He/she systematically violates Georgian legislation;
•	 He/she has obtained legal grounds for entry and stay in Georgia 

by submitting fraudulent or invalid documents;
•	 He/she is sentenced to imprisonment for a term longer than 1 

year for intentionally committing one or more crimes after the 
enforcement of sentence.91

Article 19.8 of the European Social Charter (revised) provides that a 
migrant worker cannot be expelled” unless they endanger national 
security or offend against public interest or morality”.

It is recommended that this provision be incorporated in article 53 of 
the Aliens’ Law to ensure proper implementation of the treaty obliga-
tions.

Recommendation 29. It is recommended to incorporate article 
19.8 of the European Social Charter (revised) in article 53 of 
Aliens’ Law. 

A person granted stateless person status could be expelled from 
Georgia, only if his/her stay on the territory of Georgia threatens 
state security and public order.92

A person-seeking asylum or whose status - refugee, humanitarian, 
stateless person - is being considered by administrative/judiciary 
bodies in Georgia, is a victim of human trafficking, or there are rea-
sonable grounds to believe that he/she may be a (statutory) victim of 

91  Article 53.1. of Aliens’ Law 
92 Ibid, art. 53.3. 
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human trafficking shall not be expelled from Georgia. 

Unless there is a threat to state security and public order the follow-
ing categories of aliens shall not be expelled from Georgia:

•	 An alien who has a residence permit in Georgia and has been liv-
ing in Georgia for the last 3 years without conducting an offence; 

•	 An alien who was born in Georgia and has a residence permit in 
Georgia, and has been living in Georgia for the last year without 
conducting an offence;

•	 An alien who is a minor and has a residence permit in Georgia, 
and has been living in Georgia for the last year without conduct-
ing an offence;

•	 An alien being in Georgia and being under the custody or guard-
ianship of a citizen of Georgia;

A person may not be expelled to a country where:

•	 He/she is persecuted for political beliefs, or for an action/omis-
sion not considered a crime under Georgian law;

•	 He/she is persecuted for protecting human rights and peace, for 
progressive social, political, scientific and other artistic activities;

•	 His/her life or health is endangered.

If a person cannot be expelled from Georgia, he/she may be granted 
Humanitarian Status.93

The rules of expulsion for stateless persons are the same unless his/
her status is under consideration. A person waiting for the decision 
on status shall not be subject to expulsion, even if he/she entered 
Georgia illegally and/or there are no longer legal grounds for his/her 
stay in Georgia.94

The PSDA is responsible for discussing the issue of expulsion.95 The 
MoJ or MIA prepares opinions on expulsion,96 and the decision is 

93 Law of Georgia on Refugee and Humanitarian Statuses, art. 4.1.b. 
94 Aliens’ Law, 53.2. 
95 Law of Georgia on Public Service Development Agency, art. 4.2.m.
96 Aliens’ Law, art. 54. 
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made by the Minister of Justice97 or a Court.98 

The Minister of Justice shall decide upon expulsion in two cases: when 
a person has illegally entered Georgia and the legal grounds for his/
her further stay in Georgia no longer exist. A decision on expulsion 
should indicate a time when a person has to leave the country.99  Ar-
ticle 6.1 of the Regulations on Expulsion of Foreigners from Georgia 
(approved by the Ordinance #401 of the President of Georgia dated 
June 28 2006) specifies that a person has to leave the country within 
3 days after the decision on expulsion. 

If a decision on expulsion is in force and a person does not exercise 
his/her right to leave the country voluntarily, the LEPL National Bu-
reau of Enforcement shall enforce expulsion 

A court will decide upon expulsion in all other cases. A court judge-
ment shall be enforced immediately by the LEPL National Bureau of 
Enforcement. 

The law safeguards the right to appeal decisions on expulsion.

Article 58.5 of the Aliens’ Law provides that while taking a decision 
on deportation, the following may be taken into consideration:

“a) Length of legal stay in Georgia, as well as personal, social, economic 
and other links of a person with Georgia;

b) Possible consequences for an alien’s family and persons permanently 
living with him/her, in case of an alien’s deportation.”

The European Court of Human Rights has reviewed the issue of expul-
sion many times in the light of human rights law. It is recommended 
that the staff of government agencies that make decisions on 
expulsion or enforce it are trained in human rights law in the 
context of expulsion. 

Regulations on Expulsion of Foreigners from Georgia (approved by 
the Ordinance #401 of the President of Georgia dated June 28 2006) 

97 Charter of the Ministry of Justice (approved by the Ordinance #541 of the President 
of Georgia, dated November 7, 2008) art. 5.2.k.
98 Aliens’ Law, art. 54.1. 
99 Ibid, art. 55.2.
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does not correspond with modern requirements. It has never been 
updated to bring it in line with changes to the Aliens’ Law or other 
legislation on aliens’ and asylum seekers. Accordingly the regulations 
need to be amended in substance or replaced by a new legal act. 

It is also recommended to declare non-effective order #182 of the 
Minister of Justice of Georgia of August 3 2000 on Approval or Tem-
porary Regulations concerning the Competencies of the Ministry of 
Justice on Expulsion.100 

On the same basis the following legal act needs to be declared invalid: 
Order #304 of the Minister of Internal Affairs dated August 15, 2000 
on Implementation Measures for the Ordinance #401 of the Presi-
dent of Georgia dated June 28 2006 on Approval of Regulations on 
Expulsion of Foreigners from Georgia.

Recommendation 30. The following legal acts need to be 
declared invalid: 
•	 Ordinance #401 of the President of Georgia dated June 28 

2006 on Approval of  Regulations on Expulsion of Foreigners 
from Georgia 

•	 #182 of the Minister of Justice of Georgia of August 3 2000;
•	 Order #304 of the Minister of Internal Affairs dated August 

15, 2000

6.8. Responsibility for Violation Rules of Entry, Stay and De-
parture from Georgia 

Aliens who violate rules on entry, stay and exit from Georgia shall be 
liable under Georgian legislation. Article 63 of Aliens’ Law states that 
an alien shall be subject to criminal, civil or administrative liability in 
accordance with the established rules, for the violation of the Geor-
gian legislation in the territory of Georgia.

A person subject to expulsion may be administratively detained. Ad-

100 The legal basis of the order is Ordinance #111 of the president of Georgia dated 
March 28, 200 that is invalid since 01.06.2006 (source: https://matsne.gov.ge/
index.php?option=com_ldmssearch&view=docView&id=1245487# - last seen on 
01.04.2013). 
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ministrative detention should not exceed 12 hours.101 The Aliens’ Law 
provides that administrative detention of a person who is subjected 
to expulsion may be up to 72 hours. In this time, a court has to decide 
the necessity of detention. Administrative detention may be extended 
(i) until the verification of an alien’s identity, citizenship, country of 
permanent residence or the country from which an alien has entered 
Georgia; (ii) until the end of enforcement of the deportation of an 
alien from Georgia.102  Aliens’ Law does not specify the limit of exten-
sion of administrative detention; however the responsible agencies 
are responsible for verification of the circumstances in a potentially 
reasonable time.

Administrative103  and criminal104 responsibility is applicable to aliens 
violating entry, stay and exit rules. 

Article 191 of the Administrative Misdemeanours Code provides fines 
to aliens when they stay in Georgia for more than 10 days after their 
permit to stay in Georgia expired. Thus, an alien may stay in Georgia 
for 10 days after the stay permit is expired. It is recommended to re-
view this provision and decrease 10 days grace period in line with Eu-
ropean best practices. Amendments will be necessary to paragraphs 
3 and 4 of article 50 of the Aliens’ Law.

Recommendation 31. It is recommended to decrease 10 days 
grace period for stay in Georgia after the expiration of stay 
permit.

 
It is also recommended that liability of carrier companies is intro-
duced for non-compliance of responsibilities envisaged by article 

101  Article 247.1 of Administrative Misdemeanours Code. 
102 Article 62 of Aliens’ Law. 
103 Article 185 (Residence in Georgia with Violation of Registration Rules for the Citizens 
of Georgia and Aliens) and Article 191 (Violation of Rules on Stay of Foreign Nationals 
on the Territory of the Republic of Georgia, as well as Transit Rules) of Administrative 
Misdemeanours Code.
104 Article 344 (Illegal Border Crossing at State Border of Georgia) and article 3441 

(illegal transportation of migrants through state border of Georgia or creation of 
desirable conditions for their illegal presence in the territory of Georgia) of Criminal 
Code of Georgia. 
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15.1 of Aliens’ Law105. 

Recommendation 32. It is also recommended that liability 
of carrier companies is introduced for non-compliance with 
responsibilities envisaged by article 15.1 of Aliens’ Law.

Paragraphs 1 and 2 of article 191 uses the term “foreign nationals”. 
Interpretation of this term presumes that stateless persons are not 
covered by these two paragraphs. Taking into account the meaning of 
these paragraphs, it is logical to apply them to stateless persons too. 
Broader interpretation of the term “foreign nationals” does not seem 
reasonable as the term “alien” is used for identification of “nationals 
of other countries and stateless persons; besides, paragraphs 3 and 4 
of the same article use terms “foreign national” and “stateless person” 
together. Article 185 refers to “alien”. It is recommended that the ter-
minology stays consistent in the Administrative Misdemeanour Code 
and amendments are made to article 191. 

Recommendation 33. It is recommended that article 191 is 
reviewed to ensure terminology consistency. 

The illegal crossing of the state border is a crime under Georgian leg-
islation (article 344 of Criminal Code of Georgia). It is recommended 
to abolish criminal responsibility for illegal border crossing unless 
there is additional criminal intention. Paragraph 1 of article 344 sets 
a fine without specifying upper limit. The practice analysis showed 
that in certain cases imposed fines were not proportional with the 
offence committed. It is recommended to define upper limit of fine.
 

105 Article 15.1 of Aliens’ Law states:  
“Carrier companies shall be obliged to:
a) Check documents of aliens in order to find out whether they have a valid visa and travel
documents, envisaged by the present Law for entry into Georgia;
b) Provide presence of aliens for inspection at border check points, immediately upon 
their arrival;
c) Return those aliens who have been refused a permit to enter Georgia.”
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Recommendation 34. It is recommended that criminal 
responsibility for illegal border crossing is abolished unless 
accompanied with another criminal intention. It is also 
recommended to define the upper limit of fine for illegal border 
crossing.

6.9. Combating Human Trafficking– Efficient Tool for Fight 
against Irregular Migration 

The fight against trafficking was on top of the agenda for the govern-
ment of Georgia long before the migration. Notwithstanding the close 
links between migration and trafficking, the counter-trafficking strat-
egy/action plan was developed disregarding migration. The main 
reason was the fact that the competent authorities had a political will 
to take measures against trafficking and achieved significant results 
(both on national level – adoption and implementation of legislation 
and on recognition on international level106). The same authorities 
had no interest in migration and did not link fight against irregular 
migration with trafficking, and had no understanding what was nec-
essary to eliminate/prevent irregular migration.

However, the Migration Strategy stresses the close links between 
trafficking and migration. The crime of trafficking is often commit-
ted through irregular migration. Illegal border crossing and irregular 
migrants are extremely vulnerable to trafficking. 

The aim of this research is not to analyse the legislation regulating 
trafficking in human beings. Relevant legislation shall be reviewed in 
the migration context.

Having recognized the importance of combating trafficking in human 
beings the Migration Strategy states: “The purpose of the Migration 
Strategy is to improve the management of migration processes, which 
implies … fighting … human trafficking”.107

Chapter 2.2 of the Strategy defines the basic principles of the strategy. 

106 US State Department’s Report on Trafficking in Human Beings.
107 Migration Strategy, chapter 2.1. 
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There is “Zero tolerance for trafficking in human beings and smuggling 
of migrants across the state border”. 

The fight against human trafficking is also recognised as an efficient 
tool to eliminate and prevent irregular emigration: 

“The Government of Georgia will continue efforts towards further im-
proving anti-trafficking measures and integrated border management. 
The, activities will be carried through the Inter-agency Cooperation 
Council on Combating Trafficking in Human Beings; respective mecha-
nisms for the detection of irregular emigration will be elaborated and 
developed.”108

The Aliens’ Law states that the following fundamental principle, inter 
alia, shall regulate the entry, stay, transit and exit of aliens from Geor-
gia: “The state shall refuse entry into the territory of Georgia to any 
alien against whom the criminal prosecution is pending for an interna-
tional crime such as terrorism, drug smuggling, trafficking in human 
beings, and to a deceased person with infectious diseases”.109

For the purposes of this research, it is important whether a victim of 
human trafficking is the citizen of Georgia or an alien for the purpose 
of this research. However, it does not mean that there each receive 
different rights based on their nationality: “The aliens who are (statu-
tory) victims of human trafficking perpetrated on the territory of Geor-
gia shall have the same rights as envisaged for the (statutory) victims 
of human trafficking by this Law.”110

Irregular migrants are more vulnerable to becoming victims of hu-
man trafficking. Georgian legislation provides for the protection of 
such Georgian nationals, repatriation to Georgia, their rehabilitation, 
and proper investigation of crime and punishment of those respon-
sible. 

The main issue in relation to aliens who are victim of human traffick-
ing is whether they are entitled to stay in Georgia, even if they crossed 
Georgian border illegally, or do not posses the right to stay on the 
territory of Georgia. 

108 Ibid, chapter 4.2.1.1. 
109 Aliens’ Law, art. 3.h. 
110  Law of Georgia on Combating Human Trafficking, art. 20.1. 
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A victim of human trafficking, who is an alien or stateless person, 
shall be exempted from liability from failing to register under article 
185 of Administrative Misdemeanours Code (Residence in Georgia 
with Violation of Registration Rules for the Citizens of Georgia and 
Aliens).111 Victims of human trafficking shall not bear responsibility 
for illegal border crossing.112

Victims of human trafficking are not exempted from liability estab-
lished by article 191 (Violation of the Rule of Stay in and Traverse 
through the Territory of Georgia by Aliens) of the Administrative Mis-
demeanours Code of Georgia.

Recommendation 35. It is recommended that victim of human 
trafficking be exempted from liability for actions prescribed by 
article 191 of Administrative Misdemeanours Code of Georgia. 

Georgian law prevents the expulsion of a foreigner during the de-
liberation time where there are reasonable grounds to believe that 
he/she may be a (statutory) victim of human trafficking.113 However, 
there is no express provision prohibiting expulsion of a victim of hu-
man trafficking during criminal proceedings when he/she agrees to 
cooperate with law-enforcement bodies. It is recommended to intro-
duce a provision clearly excluding expulsion of a victim or alleged vic-
tim of a human trafficking.

Recommendation 36. It is recommended that Georgian legisla-
tion clearly states that a person who is a (statutory) victim of 
trafficking in human beings shall not be subjected to expulsion 
at all stages of investigation. 

A (statutory) victim of human trafficking is entitled to stay in Georgia 
during deliberation time and criminal proceedings. Law of Georgia 
on Combating Human Trafficking (paragraphs 4 and 5 of article 20) 
states that a residence permit may be issued to them.

111 Ibid, art. 20.2.
112 Criminal Code of Georgia, note of art 344. 
113  Law of Georgia on Combating Human Trafficking, art. 20.3. and Aliens’ Law, art. 53.3.d1. 
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The state shall take appropriate measures to safely return foreign 
(statutory) victims of human trafficking to their country of origin af-
ter the expiration of the deliberation term or upon completion of the 
relevant criminal proceedings. A person may be granted asylum on 
the territory of Georgia, if there are reasonable grounds to believe 
that his or her life, health or personal liberty will be under threat if 
returned to the country of origin.

6.10. Admission to Georgian Citizenship 

Aliens may apply to competent authorities to get Georgian citizen-
ship. 

Georgian nationality may be acquired by:

•	 Birth;114

•	 Naturalization; 115

•	 On the basis of other grounds provided for by international 
treaties to which Georgia is a party and  this Law.116

Georgian citizens cannot be citizens of another country save the 
exceptions provided by the Constitution of Georgia. Citizenship of 
Georgia shall be granted by the President of Georgia to a citizen of 
foreign country, who has a special merit before Georgia or grant 
the citizenship of Georgia to him/her is due to State interests.117

We shall focus only upon the rules related aliens. 

Article 26 of the Organic Law of Georgia on Citizenship of Georgia 
Citizenship of Georgia may be granted to an alien or a stateless per-
son of legal age pursuant to this Law if he or she meets the following 
requirements:

•	 Has been permanently residing within the territory of Georgia 
during the last five years;

114 Article 12.1 of the Constitution of Georgia.
115 Ibid. see also article 10.b of the Organic Law on Citizenship of Georgia. 
116  Article 10.c of the Organic Law on Citizenship of Georgia. 
117 Article 12.2 of the Constitution of Georgia. Article 1.2 of the Organic Law on 
Citizenship of Georgia. 
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•	 Knows the state language at the established minimum;

•	 Is familiar with the history and legislation of Georgia at the es-
tablished minimum;

•	 Has a job or any real estate on the territory of Georgia or carries 
out entrepreneur activities or owns shares or stock in Georgian 
enterprise. 

If the person meets the aforementioned criteria he/she shall not be 
granted citizenship of Georgia if he/she:

•	 Committed an international crime against peace and humanity; 

•	 Participated in a crime against the states provided for in the 
Georgian legislation;

•	 Granting him/her Georgian citizenship is not reasonable for 
state and/or public interests118.

In exceptional circumstances, the President of Georgia is entitled to 
grant citizenship of Georgia to a person without having observed re-
quirements mentioned above, if the person has made a special con-
tribution to Georgia, or mankind with his scientific, or social activity, 
or possesses special profession or qualification, which are of interest 
for Georgia, or granting of citizenship to him is within the interests of 
the state. 

Special rules of granting citizenship are established for repatriates 
(see above chapter 6.4) and spouses of Georgian citizens. 

118 Article 261.1 of the organic Law of Georgia on Citizenship of Georgia. 
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7. Labour Migration

7.1. Labour General Overview 

Labour migration policy was extremely liberal during the last decade 
as a result of liberal economy pursued by the Government. Legal reg-
ulation of labour migration was quite loose. There is a clear lack of 
relevant legal provisions: no legal regulation is in place for employ-
ment of Georgian citizens abroad; there is no legislation limiting the 
employment of Aliens in Georgia except for public sector; and, there 
is no requirement for aliens to obtain a work permit in Georgia. The 
Georgian labour market is open and not protected from foreign the 
work force. 

7.2. Legal framework on labour Migration 

The following international treaties concerning labour migration are 
binding for Georgia: 
1. Convention concerning Discrimination in Respect of Employment 

and Occupation (binding for Georgia since 22 June, 1997);119

2. Private Employment Agencies Convention, 1997 (binding for 
Georgia since 27 August 2002);120

3. European Social Charter (revised) (binding for Georgia since Oc-
tober 1, 2005);121

4. IMO Charter (binding for Georgia since 7 June 2001).122

There are no bilateral treaties on labour migration binding for Geor-
gia. 

Labour migration should be discussed in the light of instruments, 
including “Mobility for Partnership”, between Georgia and EU (see 
above chapter 2). 

The simplified procedures under the “Mobility Partnership” do not 
circumvent local laws and regulations concerning employment. Geor-

119 See, http://mfa.gov.ge/index.php?lang_id=GEO&sec_id=107  
120  Ibid. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 
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gian migrant workers are still under an obligation to comply with na-
tional residence and work permit requirements. 

The simplified procedures under the “Mobility Partnership” do not 
circumvent local laws and regulations concerning employment. Geor-
gian migrant workers are still under an obligation to comply with na-
tional residence and work permit requirements.

Negotiations on the Agreement on Circular Migration and Residence 
of the Professional Workers have been launched within the frame-
work of “Mobility Partnership”. An agreement has been reached on 
the text of the treaty123. The main component of the agreement is the 
opportunity for 500 Georgian citizens to seek legal employment in 
the EU in accordance with professional demand and quotas in the 
French labour market. The agreement also aims to grant 150 tem-
porary residence permits to Georgian specialists and students to ex-
change knowledge and improve their qualification.

Basic national legal acts regulating labour migration are the follow-
ing: 
1. Labour Code;124

2. Aliens’ Law.125 

The legislation on labour migration lacks details, but this does not 
make it deficient. Labour migration legislation should be limited to 
promoting migration, providing necessary information to potential 
migrants, and protecting the rights of labour migrants. The aim of 
the legislation should be to protect the rights of migrant workers in 
line with international standards, and prevent and decrease irregular 
migration, including human trafficking. In addition, the state should 
strive to conclude agreements on circular migration. These agree-
ments are important for the employment of Georgian citizens abroad 
and for promoting legal immigration in Georgia. Circular migration 
agreements are being negotiated with EU countries. It is important to 
initiate negotiations with African, Asian and North American states 
taking into account the increased immigration from these countries. 

123 Ibid. 
124  Amendments to the Labour Code is being discussed by the Georgian Government. 
The draft code is available : www.matsne.gov.ge 
125 Article 31 of the Aliens’ Law.
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It is obvious that labour migration legislation should be developed on 
the basis of labour market and labour migration studies. 

Recommendation 37. It is recommended to initiate negotiations 
on circular migration treaties to promote legal migration.  

7.3. Employment of Georgian Citizens Abroad 

Georgian legislation does not regulate emigration of Georgian citi-
zens for employment purposes. Accordingly general rules regulating 
exit and emigration of Georgian citizens should be applied. The main 
legal framework is the Law of Georgia on Leave from and Entry into 
Georgia by Citizens of Georgia“126. 

Article 30.3 of the Constitution of Georgia states “[o]n the basis of in-
ternational agreements governing labour relations, the state shall pro-
tect the labour rights of the citizens of Georgia abroad.” The treaties 
mentioned above constitute “international agreements” as referred 
in the Constitution. Article 18 “The right to engage in a gainful occu-
pation in the territory of other Parties” of the European Social Charter 
(revised)127 should be highlighted in this context. This article states: 

“With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of the right to engage 
in a gainful occupation in the territory of any other Party, the Parties 
undertake:…

and recognise:

4. the right of their nationals to leave the country to engage in a gainful 
occupation in the territories of the other Parties.”

Paragraphs 1-3 and article 19128 of the European Social Charter (re-
vised) bind a state to guarantee the rights of labour migrants on its 
territory and, entitles a state to require from other Member-States to 
guarantee the same rights on their territories to their citizens, pro-

126 See above chapter 5. 
127 European Social Charter (revised) was ratified by the Parliament of Georgia on July 
1, 2005 by the Resolution №1876-rs recognizing 18 binding for Georgia. 
128 See further below in chapter 7.4. 
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vided labour migrants are staying legally therein. 

Finally, it should be highlighted that it is not allowed to deprive citi-
zenship of an emigrant129 and he/she is entitled to return to Georgia 
any time.130 

7.3.1. Recognition of Education

The migration process is closely connected with recognition of edu-
cation in Georgia and abroad. Georgia is a party to the Convention on 
the Recognition of Studies, Diplomas and Degrees concerning Higher 
Education in the States belonging to the Europe Region 1979. This 
agreement binds more than 30 states, including Turkey, USA, Austria, 
Greece, Germany, Denmark, etc.131

In 1999, Georgia became a party to CoE Convention on the Recogni-
tion of Qualifications concerning Higher Education in the European 
Region.132 The convention binds 53 countries, including Australia, 
USA, Kazakhstan.133

There is also an Agreement with Ukraine on Recognition and Equiva-
lency of Education and Scientific Degrees Documents.134 

Documents issued by Georgian education institutions need to be dully 
validated before being submitted for recognition in other countries. 
The National Centre for Educational Quality Enhancement is respon-
sible for the validation of education documents issued in Georgia not-
withstanding whether the document is attesting high, professional or 
general education.135

129 Article 13.2 of the Constitution of Georgia. 
130 Ibid, article 22.4. 
131 For further details see: http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=13516&URL_
DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html#STATE_PARTIES). Reservations made by 
Member-States is also available therein. 
132 Information on Member-States and reservations see: http://www.conventions.coe.
int/Treaty/Commun/ChercheSig.asp?NT=165&CM=8&DF=28/03/2013&CL=ENG 
133 However Georgia is not a party to other CoE conventions on recognition of education. 
134 In force since 17.08.2002.
135 Order # 98/n of the Minister of Education and Science dated October 1, 2010 on 
Approval of Rules  and Fees of Validation of Educational Documents Issued in Georgia 
and Recognition of Foreign Education
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In the context of migration, the recognition of foreign education in 
Georgia is very important. A person may undertake high or profes-
sional education programs, while emigrating. It is vital to ensure rec-
ognition of qualification/education obtained abroad. The National 
Centre for Educational Quality Enhancement is responsible for rec-
ognition of foreign education in Georgia.136

The Migration Strategy (see chapter 4.1.1) highlights the importance 
of recognition of education for the purposes of reintegration of re-
turned emigrant into society.

7.4. Labour Immigration to Georgia 

National legislation on immigration is also liberal and there is an 
evident lack of legal provisions regulating immigration. The liberal 
economy shaped the policy on labour immigration in Georgia. 

It is noteworthy that no government institution is responsible for 
conducting research of labour market with an aim to identify wheth-
er the local labour force meets the needs of Georgian economy and 
the foreign labour is necessary. 

Article 47 of the constitution of Georgia states: “Foreign citizens and 
stateless persons residing in Georgia shall have the rights and obliga-
tions equal to the rights and obligations of citizens of Georgia with ex-
ceptions envisaged by the Constitution and law.” Accordingly, all rights 
related to employment in Georgia are equally applicable to immi-
grants save the exceptions provided by the law. Such exceptions are 
discussed below. 

The Aliens’ Law, the Constitution of Georgia and binding internation-
al treaties create the legal framework for immigration in Georgia. 

Georgian legislation does not provide define the term “migrant work-
er” or “labour migrant”. The European Social Charter (revised) re-
fers to “migrant workers” without defining them. There is a need to 
introduce a definition in national legislation in order to identify the 
circle of persons who are entitled to benefits for migrant workers. 

136 Ibid. Additional information on recognition of foreign education in Georgia see below. 
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Articles 18 and 19 of the Social Charter (revised)137 deal with persons 
engaged in economic activities abroad and migrant workers and their 
families, as well as their assistance and protection.138 

Recommendation 38. It is recommended that national legisla-
tion defines “migrant worker” and his/her legal status in Geor-
gia. 

“With a view to ensuring the effective exercise of the right of migrant 
workers and their families to protection and assistance” Georgia has 
an obligation:139

•	 To maintain or to satisfy themselves that there are maintained 
adequate and free services to assist such workers, particularly 
in obtaining accurate information, and to take all appropriate 
steps, so far as national laws and regulations permit, against 
misleading propaganda relating to emigration and immigration;

•	 To adopt appropriate measures within their own jurisdiction to 
facilitate the departure, journey and reception of such workers 
and their families, and to provide, within their own jurisdiction, 
appropriate services for health, medical attention and good hy-
gienic conditions during the journey;

•	 To promote co-operation, as appropriate, between social servic-
es, public and private, in emigration and immigration countries;

•	 To secure for such workers lawfully within their territories, in-
sofar as such matters are regulated by law or regulations or are 
subject to the control of administrative authorities, treatment 
not less favourable than that of their own nationals in respect of 
the following matters:

o Remuneration and other employment and working conditions;
o Membership of trade unions and enjoyment of the benefits of 

collective bargaining;
o Accommodation;

137 Article 18 and 19 of European Social Charter 9revised) are binding for Georgia. 
138 These articles are applicable to emigrants and immigrants, as well as their rights. 
139  Article 19 of European Social Charter (revised). 
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•	 To secure for such workers lawfully within their territories 
treatment not less favourable than that of their own nationals 
with regard to employment taxes, dues or contributions payable 
in respect of employed persons;

•	 To facilitate as far as possible the reunion of the family of a for-
eign worker permitted to establish himself in the territory;

•	 To secure for such workers lawfully within their territories 
treatment not less favourable than that of their own nationals 
in respect of legal proceedings relating to matters referred to in 
this article;

•	 To secure that such workers lawfully residing within their ter-
ritories are not expelled unless they endanger national security 
or offend against public interest or morality;

•	 To permit, within legal limits, the transfer of such parts of the 
earnings and savings of such workers as they may desire;

•	 To extend the protection and assistance provided for in this ar-
ticle to self-employed migrants insofar as such measures apply;

•	 To promote and facilitate the teaching of the national language 
of the receiving state or, if there are several, one of these lan-
guages, to migrant workers and members of their families;

•	 To promote and facilitate, as far as practicable, the teaching of 
the migrant worker’s mother tongue to the children of the mi-
grant worker.

All the aforementioned obligations of state are also applicable to self-
employed emigrants. 

Article 18 of the Social Charter (revised) is also applicable to labour 
migration; this article proides for the following obligations of a Mem-
ber-State “[w]ith a view to ensuring the effective exercise of the right 
to engage in a gainful occupation in the territory of any other Party”:
•	 To apply existing regulations in a spirit of liberality;
•	 To simplify existing formalities and to reduce or abolish chan-

cery dues and other charges payable by foreign workers or their 
employers;

•	 To liberalise, individually or collectively, regulations governing 
the employment of foreign workers;
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•	 To recognize the right of their nationals to leave the country to 
engage in a gainful occupation in the territories of the other Par-
ties.

Articles 18 and 19 are not efficiently applied in Georgia and accord-
ingly the migrant workers cannot enjoy all rights and obligations. 
These articles are non-self executing and require adoption of relevant 
national legislation for implementation. As already mentioned, the 
main challenge for application of these articles is the non-existence 
of definition of “migrant worker”.140 

Aliens enjoy the same labour rights in Georgia as Georgian citizens 
except, if expressly stated differently by the Constitution or the law. 
Only Georgian citizens have the following rights: 
•	 Be employed in public service;141

•	 Become judge142 and prosecutor;143

•	 Become notary.144

Labour Code of Georgia145 and Law on Entrepreneurs do not provide 
limits on employment, entrepreneur activities of or registration of le-
gal persons by foreigners. 

140 Law of Georgia on International Treaties of Georgia requires adoption of all national 
laws before Georgia adheres to an international treaty. However this requirement was 
not observed in the process of ratification of European Social Charter 9revsied).
141 Article 15 and 16 of the Law of Georgia on Public Service. Article 1044 of the 
Constitution allows persons born in Georgia, permanently residing in Georgia for the 
last five years and holding the nationality of any EU member state to participate in and 
vote for presidential and parliamentary elections before January 1, 2014. 
142 Article 86 of the Constitution of Georgia.
143 Article 31 of the Law of Georgia on Prosecutor’s Office 
144 Article 11 of the Law of Georgia on Notary. 
145 Article 1 of the Code defines the scope of application of the Code – to regulate 
labour and related relations on the territory of Georgia notwithstanding to the 
nationality of individuals engaged in those relations. Is is clear that Labour Code is 
applied to aliens and Georgian citizens equally. Labour relations, under article 2 of 
the Labour Code, “means performance of paid labor by the employee to the employer 
in terms of organized labor arrangement.” The Amendments to the Labour Code are 
being discussed by the Goevrnmeent (draft code is available on the official web-side of 
“Sakartvelos Sakanonmdeblo Matsne” https://matsne.gov.ge/index.php?option=com_
ldmssearch&view=docView&id=1829489&lang=ge# – last seen on March 31, 2013); 
the proposed amendments do not influence the issues discussed in the research.  
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Article 31 of Aliens’ Law states “[a]liens shall have the right to con-
duct labour activities, in accordance with the rules established by the 
Georgian legislation.” Article 30 of the same Law provides that “[i]n 
Georgia aliens shall have the right to conduct investment and business 
activities, in accordance with the Georgian legislation. In such cases 
they shall have the same rights and obligations as those of citizens of 
Georgia, unless otherwise provided by the Georgian legislation and its 
international agreements.” National Legislation does not have “the 
rules established by the Georgian legislation” concerning employment 
or entrepreneur activities of aliens. 

Georgian labour market is completely open for foreign migrant work-
ers. Georgian legislation does not provide any limitations for aliens 
to be employed in Georgia, if they are legally staying on the territo-
ry of the country146. However, the Aliens’ Law states that one of the 
grounds for issuing a visa would be “[w]ork permit in Georgia, in the 
cases envisaged by the Georgian legislation”.147  However, like in case 
of article 30 and 31, national legislation does not specify the rules on 
residence permit.

The introduction of work permits will require the development of 
further regulations. The government has to decide who will be re-
sponsible for obtaining work permits: the employer or employee. 
Government supervision will be easier and more efficient if the em-
ployer is burdened with this obligation. Legislation will have to iden-
tify the responsible agency for issuing and monitoring work permits. 
It is recommended that this function be entrusted to the Ministry of 
Labour, Health and Social Care. Another challenge will be to establish 
a monitoring system for illegal employment of aliens and introduce 
administrative responsibility upon employers for illegal employment 
of aliens. 

146 Migrant workers may legally stay in Georgia on the same basis as aliens. Article 
3.c.a of Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia (dated 28 June 2006) on Approval 
of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and Deciding on Granting Residence Permit in 
Georgia specifies if a person wants to acquire temporary residence permit on the basis 
of labour activities or relations in Georgia, he/she has to submit “a document proving 
his/her employment in Georgia (work contract or any other document verifying his 
admission to work)”. A self-employed migrants has to submit notice from the bank on 
turnover of funds on his/her account. 
147 Article 11.2.e of Aliens’ Law. 
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Recommendation 39. It is recommended to introduce work 
permits in Georgia in order to improve management of labour 
market in Georgia. 

A residence permit may be issued on the basis of work contract.148 
Termination of labour relations may cause termination of term of 
stay in Georgia.149 

There is a deficiency in law providing that if a relation on the basis 
of which a temporary residence permit was issued is terminated, the 
residence permit will also be terminated. It may be that an alien has 
terminated the mentioned labour relations he is engaged in economic 
activities that are equally profitable. In such a case, under Georgian 
legislation, there is a risk that a residence permit is terminated and a 
regular migrant becomes irregular. It should be noted that legislation 
does not exclude the possibility to re-apply to the PSDA for a tempo-
rary residence permit. Of course, applying to PSDA for new residence 
permit every time an alien finds a new job is costly. It is recommended 
to address this issue. Another challenge of the discussed provisions 
is the fact that the provisions of Law and the Decree of the President 
refer to cases when labour relations are initiated by the employee. 
What are legal consequences of termination of labour relations by an 
employer are not clear. 

It is noteworthy that any alien who entered Georgia, including tour-
ists, may find a job, sign a contract, while he/she holds valid visa, and 

148 Ibid, article 19.1 states: “temporary residence permit in Georgia may be issued … 
to the alien, willing to stay in Georgia: a) Who conducts labour activities in Georgia in 
accordance with the rules established by the Georgian legislation, including persons with 
free profession.”  The same provision is reflected in Ordinance #400 of the President of 
Georgia (dated 28 June 2006) on Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and 
Deciding on Granting Residence Permit in Georgia (article 2). 
149 Ibid, article 25.1.d states: “The term of stay of an alien in Georgia may be terminated: 
… d) If he/she has terminated labour activities and relations on the ground of which his/
her residence permit in Georgia was issued”. Ordinance #400 of the President of Georgia 
(dated 28 June 2006) on Approval of Regulations on Rules of Discussing and Deciding 
on Granting Residence Permit in Georgia (article 4.21.c) slightly differently regulates 
this issue: PSDA is entitled to terminate temporary residence permit if “before the 
expiration of term    he/she terminated the relations on the ground of which his/her 
residence permit in Georgia was issued “. 
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based on the labour contract get a residence permit. As discussed 
above, it is not recommended to allow change of status of alien while 
staying in Georgia. 

Recognition of foreign education is mandatory for aliens and Geor-
gians. High, professional and general education might be recognized 
in Georgia. The National Centre for Educational Quality Enhance-
ment is responsible agency.150 Legislation does not provide specific 
rules for aliens concerning recognition of education. Procedures are 
transparent enough and full information is available on the website of 
National Centre for Educational Quality Enhancement.: http://www.
eqe.ge/

 

150 Order # 98/n of the Minister of Education and Science dated October 1, 2010 on 
Approval of Rules  and Fees of Validation of Educational Documents Issued in Georgia 
and Recognition of Foreign Education 
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8. Internal Migration

There are different forms of internal migration: Internal labour mi-
gration, internal migration caused by natural disasters and internal 
displacement. 

8.1. Labour Migration within Georgia 

Georgian legislation does not regulate internal labour migration. 
There are no limits to move in the country for employment purposes. 
The only requirement applicable to a person would be registration 
within 6 months of change of permanent residence. Failure to regis-
ter may be sanctioned with a fine.

8.2. Ecomigration 

Migration Strategy of Georgia does not deal with ecomigration. The 
state has never developed a policy on ecomigration in Georgia. 

In 1998 and 2002 there were attempts to address all problems of 
ecomigrants and a state programme on addressing socio-legal prob-
lems of families suffering from ecomigration was established. A Spe-
cial commission implementing the programme,151 as well as a state 
commission on resettlement of families suffering from natural disas-
ters and addressing socio-legal problems were established.152 Both 
attempts failed and did not result in improvement of conditions of 
ecomigrants. 

There is no legislation on ecomigration. The term “ecomigrant” is not 
defined and accordingly there are no standards and procedures for 
acquiring the status and social guarantees for ecomigrants. Article 
7.3 of the Regulations of MRA153 provides that the functions of the 
Ministry also include the following:

151  The programme and Commission were established by the Ordinance #67 of the 
President of Georgia of 1998; the Ordinance is invalid since 2005. 
152 The Ordinance #134 of the President of Georgia of 2002 was declared invalid in 
2007. 
153 Approved by the Resolution #34 of the Government of Georgia of 2008 on Approval 
of Regulations of MRA. 
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“j) to develop efficient system and its implementation of migration 
caused by natural disasters; monitoring of migration on the territory 
of Georgia within its competencies; 

k) to forecast of migration from the areas with high natural-disaster 
risks and implementation of resettlement programmes for ecomi-
grants; organise ecomigrants’ resettlement; to develop and promote 
implementation of programmes for adaptation-integration of ecomi-
grants on new places of settlement; to create a ecomigrants’ database.”

Local authorities do have responsibility for ecomigrants. Article 
42.4.f of Organic Law of Georgia on Local Self-Government states 
that “Rcmunebuli” shall submit information to “Gamgebeli” (Mayor) 
concerning the number of resettled ecomigrants and IDPs and their 
conditions.154

Both legal acts refer to the obligations of the MRA and local munici-
palities in relation to ecomigrants; however, both of them fail to iden-
tify who are ecomigrants. 

There is no legally binding international instrument that defines eco-
migrant and a state’s obligations to protect persons suffering from 
natural disasters.  International organizations use different terms for 
identifying persons displaced due to natural disasters. They are of-
ten referred to as persons suffering from natural disasters. Georgian 
legislation uses the term “eco-migrants” to identify this category of 
individuals.

IOM uses the term environmental migrant and defines it as follows: 
“Environmental migrants are persons or groups of persons, who, for 
compelling reasons of sudden or progressive changes in the environ-
ment that adversely affect their lives or living conditions, are obliged 
to leave their habitual homes, or chose to do so, either temporarily or 
permanently, and who move either within their country or abroad”.155

In Georgia, there are no general regulations156 concerning social guar-
antees and state assistance for eco-migrants, their status and criteria 

154 This provision is repeated in regulations of every local municipality.
155 Migration and Climate Change, IOM Migration Research Series, 2008, p. 15. Available: 
http://publications.iom.int/bookstore/free/MRS-31_EN.pdf 
156 Tax Code of Georgia exempts ecomigrants from profit tax for the profit out of 
receiving t new accommodation. 
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for obtaining such a status, as well as their privileges, social guaran-
tees and states obligations.  State assistance and social guarantees 
are granted to persons who suffered from natural disaster on a case-
by-case basis. Government’s attention should focus on resettlement 
of the population from the high-risk zones. It is reasonable to grant 
to eco-migrants the same protection and guarantees as internally 
displaced persons as eco-migration is one of the forms of internal 
displacement of individuals or groups. The measures should be im-
mediate as the number of eco-migrants, or people living/residing in 
the regions with eminent threat of natural disasters, is quite high. It 
is also recommended that legislation precisely define the obligations 
of local and central authorities, including the MRA towards eco-mi-
grants. It is also recommended that an integral data-base is created 
that will incorporate information on ecomigrants and people living 
in the high-risk zones. If such information is available to competent 
authorities, they will be able to forecast expenses and incorporate 
relevant finances in the state budget. In addition, comprehensive in-
formation on ecomigrants is extremely important for shaping state 
strategy on ecomigration. 

A 2010 IOM report provides states need to implement effective mea-
sures in the following ten areas:157

1. Establishing a better evidence base;
2. Disaster risk reduction;
3. Developing adaptation strategies;
4. Preparing evacuation plans;
5. Filling gaps in the legal and normative framework;
6. Implementing national laws and policies on internal displace-

ment and national immigration laws and policies;
7. Upgrade of national migration laws and policy; 
8. Establishing proactive resettlement policies;
9. Providing humanitarian assistance; 
10. Planning for return and resettlement.

157 World Migration Report 2010 - The Future of Migration: Building Capacities for 
Change, IOM. Available at: http://publications.iom.int/bookstore/free/WMR_2010_
ENGLISH.pdf
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MRA has the power to purchase accommodation and deliver them 
to ecomigrants. However, there are no rules, procedures or criteria 
for implementing the mentioned competence of MRA. It is also am-
biguous what title over property is granted to ecomigrant or person 
displaced as a result of eminent threat. Neither privatization rules of 
such property is regulated. 

Recommendation 40. It is recommended to shape state policy 
on persons who are forced to change their habitual residence 
because of natural disasters. 

Recommendation 41. It is recommended to define term 
“ecomigrant”, requirements for granting status and social 
guarantees of ecomigrants 

Recommendation 42. It is recommended to create unified data-
base for ecomigrants and persons living in high-risk zones.

8.3. Internally Displaced Persons from the Occupied Territo-
ries of Georgia 

IDPs, their status and social guarantees are regulated comprehen-
sively by the national legislation. 

The Law of Georgia on Forcibly Displaced Persons ( Persecuted) from 
the Occupied Territories of Georgia states: “A citizen of Georgia, or a 
stateless person permanently residing in Georgia, who was forced to 
leave his place of permanent residence due to the threat to his or his co-
habitant family member’s life, health or freedom because of occupation 
of territory, aggression or mass violation of human rights by a foreign 
country, or in cases stipulated in the 11th subparagraph of the Article 
2 of this Law, shall be considered to be an IDP - a person displaced forc-
ibly from the occupied territory of Georgia”. “A child is eligible to be 
granted IDP Status on the grounds of the consent of parent(s) or an-
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other legal representative, if both or one of the parents has and/or had 
an IDP Status.” 158

The source of threat is not relevant for obtaining the IDP status un-
der international standards. Georgian legislation refers to the specific 
source of threat – “occupation of territory, aggression or mass viola-
tion of human rights by a foreign country”. Such definition narrows the 
circle of persons who may be granted IDP status notwithstanding to 
their real conditions. 

Recommendation 43. It is recommended that the term IDP 
in national legislation is defined in full compliance with UN 
standards. 

Discrimination of IDPs is prohibited. The definition of IDP is itself dis-
criminatory in relation to individuals or groups of persons who had 
to leave their habitual residence that is not located on the occupied 
territory.

MRA is a competent authority to decide granting, suspension or with-
drawal of IDP status.159 A person wishing to acquire a status of IDP 
needs to apply to MRA or its territorial body. 

The Status of IDP may be withdrawn, terminated and restored. Status 
will be terminated in the following cases: 
•	 An IDP status is removed based on personal application; 
•	 Georgian jurisdiction is restored on the occupied territories; 
•	  The court has recognized him to be missing or declared dead
•	 A person died; 
•	 A person lost Georgian citizenship.160

When a person loses Georgian citizenship he/she may become a 
stateless person permanently residing in Georgia. The latter are en-
titled to the status of IDPs in Georgia. Accordingly, it is recommended 

158  Articles 1.1 and 2.11 of the Law of Georgia on Forcibly Displaced Persons (Persecute) 
from the Occupied Territories of Georgia. 
159 Ibid, articles 2.7 and 6.
160 Ibid, article 6.1. 
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that the loss of status of stateless person be added to the grounds 
of termination of IDP status. Acquiring the status of stateless person 
should be the basis of restoring IDP status if a person lost Georgian 
citizenship. 

The status of IDP will be withdrawn if he/she obtained this status 
by submitting false documents and information. It is not possible to 
restore the IDP status if it was withdrawn. The status may be restored 
only if the condition for status termination is eliminated. 161

Recommendation 44. It is recommended that termination of 
stateless person’s status be added to the grounds of termination 
of IDP’s status.

Recommendation 45. It is recommended that legislation 
provides restoration of status of IDP if a person loses citizenship 
of Georgia and becomes stateless. 

161 Ibid, article 6.
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ABBREVIATIONS 

CoE - Council of Europe 
CSO – civil society organization
DRC - Danish Refugee Council
ENP AP _European Neighbour Policy Action Plan
EU – European Union 
GIZ - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit
GYLA - Georgian Young Lawyers Association 
ICMPD -  International Centre for Migration Policy Development 
IDP - Internally Displaced Person
ILO - international Labour Organisation 
IOM _International organization of Migration 
IOM- Imnernational Organization for Migration  
LEPL - Legal Entity of Public Law 
MESD - Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development
MIA -Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
MOJ- Ministry of Justice
MRA - The Ministry of IDPs from the Occupied Territories, 
Accommodation and Refugees of Georgia 
NATO - North Atlantic Treaty Organization
PSDA - Public Service Development Agency
SMDI -State Ministry on the Diaspora Issues
SMEEAI - State Ministry for European and Euro-Atlantic Integration
TIG - Targeted Initiative for Georgia 
UNHCR - United Nations High Commissionaire for Refugees 
VLAP - visa liberalization Action plan 
MLHSA -Ministry of  Labour, Health  and Social Affairs 
ECHR - European Convention of Basic Human Rights and 
Fundamental Freedoms 
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